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Introduction

Chapter 1. Introduction
In|Sync is an adaptive traffic signal system developed by Rhythm Engineering that uses our
In|Sync Processor’s artificial intelligence with either:
• Our video detection system (In|Sync and In|Sync:Thermal)
• Our video detection fused with your existing and preferred detection devices
(In|Sync:Fusion)
These elements are integrated into a system that automatically optimizes local traffic signals and
coordinates signals along roadway arterials according to real-time traffic demand.
This guide provides information on how to configure, monitor and maintain In|Sync from the
WebUI, which is easily available from any web browser using any modern web browser on a
connected laptop or computer, or using the In|Sync Processor.
For information on installing and maintaining the In|Sync hardware, refer to the In|Sync
Installation and Maintenance Guide.

How In|Sync works
Traffic coordination at an intersection has traditionally been managed by a cabinet’s traffic
controller using timing plans created for expected traffic conditions. With the introduction of
In|Sync through the installation of its plug-in processor, coordination can now be managed
using real-time traffic conditions instead of expected traffic conditions. The installation involves:
• Installing an industrial computer in the form of the In|Sync Processor.
• Installing detection cameras.
For In|Sync and In|Sync:Thermal installations, the detection cameras determine how many
cars are present in each lane. For In|Sync:Fusion installations, detection cameras are used in
conjunction with existing detection methods to determine queue at an approach. With this
queue estimation derived from real-time traffic demand, the processor is then able to determine
real-time adaptive coordination.

10
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In|Sync installation: A two-phase process
The installation of an In|Sync system can be broken into two phases:
Hardware Installation
• Install the In|Sync equipment.
• Confirm camera views.
• Configure the In|Sync intersection using the Configuration Management
application.
• Grab camera backgrounds.
• Map controller inputs and outputs.
• Connect In|Sync to cabinet/controller
• Test all of In|Sync’s communications with the controller
• Confirm that In|Sync is receiving all the information that it needs from the field
inputs
• Confirm that In|Sync is sending all the information that it needs to send to the
control- ler and that the controller is receiving the signal.
• Complete the installation checklist. The intersection is now in Detector mode.
Note: There is no difference in how traffic is serviced before In|Sync was installed and after In|Sync is
installed and set to Detector mode.

Adaptive Turn On
Change settings on the controller (referred to as “Freeing up the controller”) so that the
controller is no longer responsible for coordination
Turn In|Sync’s Adaptive mode on
Note: One significant change in how you perform your job after switching to Adaptive mode is in how
you view placed calls. You will not be able to accurately view presence through the controller’s display.
Instead, you must use the In|Sync WebUI to view placed calls.
This can be done either through a monitor and keyboard connected to the processor (at the cabinet),
a laptop connected to the network (at the cabinet), or through a computer remotely connected to the
processor.
In|Sync® 1.7 WebUI User’s Guide v2.0
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Why is this? Because In|Sync places at most two calls to the controller at a time even when there are
calls from the detectors on other phases. These two calls are the phases that In|Sync determines needs
service. This means that the controller only receives those calls and not the calls on the other phases.
The only way to accurately view detections on the controller’s display is to switch back to Detector
mode. However, putting the In|Sync Processor back into Detector mode will break coordination, as
the controller will still be in Free mode (no coordination). One option to guard against having no
coordination at an intersection is to set up the Free Mode pin to run a default timing plan (see the
Troubleshooting chapter in the In|Sync Installation and Maintenance Guide for more information on the
Free Mode function).

What is detector mode?
Detector mode is a state in which the In|Sync Processor simply sends detections directly to the
controller, allowing the controller to continue to be responsible for traffic coordination, just
like it was before In|Sync was installed. After installing the In|Sync Processor, you should run
Detector mode for two weeks to verify that inputs and outputs are being sent properly and
to allow enough time for a management group to be installed. For instance, a 10-intersection
management group may take up to a week to have processors installed at each intersection.
The two-week time period allows for enough time to get all intersections installed, running, and
tested with the In|Sync Processor.

What is adaptive mode?
Adaptive mode is a state in which the In|Sync Processor analyzes queue and spontaneously
chooses the phases and sequences that best serve actual traffic demand. During Adaptive
mode, the system determines priority so it can serve approaches intelligently. The system
chooses from the states (concurrently permissible phasing) available to it and requests the traffic
controller actuate green lights accordingly.

What is CameraIO?
Every once in a while, the term “CameraIO” appears in the In|Sync WebUI Guide. The term
“CameraIO” refers to the part of the In|Sync software that reads and processes images coming
from each camera (video detection), which is then sent to the In|Sync WebUI. A separate
instance of CameraIO runs for each camera at the intersection. You can view each camera’s
CameraIO process through a button on the In|Sync Processor desktop.

12
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What is SuperVision?
In addition to seeing CameraIO every once in a while in the In|Sync WebUI Guide, you may also
see the term “SuperVision.” “SuperVision” refers to the part of the In|Sync software that reads
and processes images coming from each thermal detection camera, whereas, CameraIO refers
to the software that reads and processes images coming from video detection cameras. Like
CameraIO, a separate instance of SuperVision runs for each camera at the intersection. You can
view each camera’s SuperVision process through a button on the In|Sync Processor kiosk.

Related Documents
The In|Sync Installation and Maintenance Guide provides complete information about the
installation, configuration, and maintenance of the In|Sync hardware components and is
available by contacting Rhythm Engineering. For information regarding In|Traffic, the traffic
configuration companion to In|Sync, refer to the In|Traffic User Guide.

Access Online Help
Select the Help menu item located on the upper right side of the page to obtain more
information regarding using the In|Sync WebUI application.
The help documentation includes a Table of Contents with detailed instructions and
explanations of system details.

User Guide Conventions
This document uses these conventions and symbols for notes, cautions, and warnings:
Field Names
This style indicates that the text will be found on a clickable button on a screen. For example:
Click the Back button to return to the Web page you last viewed.
		[Keyboard function]
A key on the keyboard is shown in this style. For example:
		

Optionally, to move between fields you can use the [Tab] key.

In|Sync® 1.7 WebUI User’s Guide v2.0
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User input
Text that the user has to type, either on the command line, or into a text box on a screen, is
displayed in this style. In the following example, text is displayed in this style:

To log into the WebUI using the default view access, type User into the Log In dialog box.

Note: Means reader take note. Notes contain helpful suggestions or references to materials not
contained in this manual.
CAUTION: Means reader be careful. In this situation, you might do something that could result
in equipment damage or loss of information.
Warning: Means that you are in a situation that could cause bodily injury. Before you work
on any equipment, be aware of the hazards involved with electrical circuitry and be familiar with
standard practices for preventing accidents.

Contact Rhythm Engineering Support
Rhythm Engineering technical support will ensure that the fast and easy access that you have
come to expect from your In|Sync products will be maintained. You can reach us through the
following methods:

Web access
http://www.rhythmtraffic.com
Email access
Technical requests can also be sent to support@rhythmtraffic.com.
Telephone access
913-6–Rhythm (913–674–9846)
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Chapter 2. The In|Sync WebUI
Interface
Read this chapter to learn how to navigate the In|Sync WebUI screen, log into the In|Sync
WebUI, and customize the screens.

What you need
To access the In|Sync WebUI, you need one of the following
• Monitor and keyboard to access the WebUI from the In|Sync Processor
• Laptop with either Internet Explorer 7+, Chrome, Safari or Firefox installed to
access the WebUI from the In|Sync Processor
• Computer with either Internet Explorer 7+, Chrome, Safari or Firefox installed with
outside network connectivity to access the In|Sync Processor remotely
Note: Although you can operate the In|Sync WebUI within Internet Explorer 10, we recommend the use
of other browsers for a better UI experience.
Note: If your computer screen is set to a 1024 x 768 resolution, it is recommended that you run the
In|Sync WebUI in full screen mode. Full screen mode can be turned on/off by pressing the F11 key.

The following ports must be open to use the In|Sync WebUI:
• HTTP access (port 80) and/or HTTPS access (port 443) to each In|Sync network
device (In|Sync Processor, monitoring camera, DIN Relay, and Ethernet repeater) and
the WebUI
• RDP access (port 3389) to each In|Sync Processor
• SMTP access (port 25) for outbound access to Rhythm mail server at notify.
rhythmtraffic.com
• Port 20000 and 445 for In|Sync communications
• 554: RTSP port

In|Sync® 1.7 WebUI User’s Guide v2.0
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• 4520: Device control and streaming for ActiveX Control
• 943: Silverlight policy
• Port 123 for NTP (outbound to NTP server 12.40.33.99)
• Multiple user access for at least 4 user accounts via the VPN connection
• A router that has been installed and configured to enable VPN capabilities
• DNS:
• Primary: 8.8.8.8
• Alternate: 8.8.4.4
Note: If you cannot access the WebUI, check with your network administrator to be sure these ports
are open.

In addition, you will need a user name and password (provided by Rhythm Engineering) in
order to log in to the In|Sync WebUI.

Logging in to In|Sync
1. Open your preferred browser and enter the IP address of the processor in the
Address Bar, such as:
http://192.168.10.100
2. Type your user name and password in the appropriate fields.
3. Click Log In.
Note: Please note that the user name and password fields are case-sensitive.

If a login failure is caused by a database being down, “- Unable to contact login server. Please contact Rhythm Engineering support if this problem persists.” displays.

16
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Figure 1. Login dialog box
Note: If your account is set to timeout after a certain amount of time, you are automatically logged out
of In|Sync after the associated inactive time is reached. If you are logged out because of inactivity, relogging into In|Sync displays the last screen opened before you were logged out.

The functionality that is available to you through the WebUI is dependent upon the user
access set up for your username. This can be accessed by an administrator on the Edit
Users screen.

View failed login attempts
Any failed log in attempts are recorded by the In|Sync WebUI and can be viewed through
the Invalid Logins screen. To access this screen, select Invalid Logins from the Account
sidebar menu.

Figure 2. Invalid Logins screen

In|Sync® 1.7 WebUI User’s Guide v2.0
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The Dashboard
After logging into In|Sync, the Dashboard screen displays. The dashboard is a screen
that organizes and presents information in a way that is easy to read. Depending on your
security level, you can quickly access multi-camera views, daily summary reports, historical
reports, or the invalid log-in attempts report.

Figure 3. The Dashboard screen

Screen Conventions
Throughout the In|Sync WebUI, you will notice that certain areas of the screen always
contain certain information and functionality. Figure 2-4 illustrates the common areas of the
screen and what each area means.
Note: The functionality available to you depends on the user access set up for your account.

Figure 4. Screen Conventions

18
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Menus
All functionality within the WebUI can be accessed through the sidebar menu, located
on the left side of the screen. When you select one of the items on the sidebar, more
functionality “slides out.” For instance, selecting the Reports menu on the sidebar shows
the various types of reports that you can generate.

Figure 5. The sidebar menu

Chapter 3. Viewing an Intersection
There are several ways to watch the operation of an intersection. You can choose to look
at all cameras at the intersection by selecting Multi Camera View from the Views menu or
you can choose to view a single direction by selecting Single Camera View from the Views
menu. Within the Multi Camera View, you can also choose to see a cartoon representation
of the operation of an intersection.
With either intersection viewing choice, there are many methods for monitoring the
intersection. The following sections detail what those methods are and how to use each
viewing choice.

Camera Basics
Within the In|Sync WebUI, you can choose to view traffic exactly as the view is coming
off the camera (unprocessed) or by the default view. The default view, or processed view,

In|Sync® 1.7 WebUI User’s Guide v2.0
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includes various text and icons that indicate the traffic conditions In|Sync has recognized
and how it is operating based on that information.

What are unprocessed views?
Unprocessed view simply means that the view you see is the raw footage that is coming
straight from the camera.

Figure 6. Single, unprocessed camera view does not include markings

What are processed views?
The default view, or processed view, includes various text and icons that indicate the traffic
conditions In|Sync has recognized and how it is operating based on that information. The
information that displays in a processed view differs slightly between an In|Sync detection
camera and an In|Sync monitoring camera.

Figure 7. Processed views with markings
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Cartoon view
In addition to being able to view processed or unprocessed views from the camera, there
is a viewing option available from within the Multiple Cameras view called Cartoon View.
The Cartoon View can be accessed through the View Styles drop-down list box.

Figure 8. The View Styles drop-down list box

The Cartoon view shows:
• Light status
• Loop trigger status (drawn with orange when triggered, a padlock when locked or
with a yellow outline when not triggered or locked)
• Phase numbers (indicated with a blue for call, magenta for manual call, and white
for no call)
• Wait time (red)
• Adjusted queue (white)
• Pedestrian call information
• Adjusted queue (in yellow)
• Raw queue (in white)

In|Sync® 1.7 WebUI User’s Guide v2.0
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Figure 9. Cartoon view

System time displays at the top right corner of the Cartoon View. If the light is
unresponsive to In|Sync calls, a crossed out signal head indicator appears in the top left
corner of the Cartoon View.

Camera view icons
Under certain conditions, you may see the following icons display on the camera view.
These icons indicate certain failure conditions and are represented as follows:
Icon

Meaning
There is no response from the IP address associate with the camera for several
seconds.
A person has placed the camera in “Emergency Mode” via the In|Sync web
interface.
The image processing has determined the view is compromised based on analysis
of the fog zones.
In|Sync camera’s Fog mode is disabled temporarily.

22
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An In|Sync camera is currently recording video.
The image processing has determined the view is compromised based on overall
image analysis. This is looking for characteristics of the sun refracting on the lens.
This icon actually has nothing to do with the actual image or camera. In|Sync can
be set to compare the traffic pattern to historical traffic patterns. If the traffic drops
sig- nificantly below the historical level, it will go into “low flow” mode and display
this icon.
Indicates that a phase on the particular camera view has been waiting one and a
half times the current period. If in Detector or tunnel-less mode, the yellow triangle
appears when a vehicle on that phase has been waiting one and a half times the
maximum wait time setting for that phase.
Indicates a serious issue with the In|Sync optimizer. Contact Rhythm support as
soon as possible.
Emergency Vehicle Preemption: This icon displays when In|Sync is configured
to listen to an emergency vehicle preemption signal (configured in the IO
Mapper). This icon appears only when the signal is being received and disappears
when the signal is dropped.
Offline Mode: Displays whenever any intersection on the management
group loses network connectivity. Even the still-connected intersections in the
management group run in Offline mode so that coordination is maintained.
Railroad Preemption: Displays when In|Sync is configured to listen to an railroad
preemption signal (configured in the IO Mapper). This icon appears only when the
signal is being received and disappears when the signal is dropped.
Preemption/WatchDog Recovery Mode: Displays when In|Sync is recovering
from a Preemption or a WatchDog event. This mode is a hybrid of our Optimized
and Detector mode and allows the intersection to get back “in sync” with the
optimized schedule.
The volume analyzer has determined that a detector on the approach has failed
because its volume is statistically nearly certain to be wrong based on historical
vol- umes.
Transit Signal Priority is active on the current phase/associated camera view.
The In|Sync tunnel is in normal coordination. This shows next to the phase number.

In|Sync® 1.7 WebUI User’s Guide v2.0
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The In|Sync tunnel is out of coordination. In|Sync has needed to modify
coordination (due to a pedestrian movement) or the controller is failing to start the
configured tunnel phase (light not responding, preemption, etc.). It displays next
to the phase number.
The In|Sync camera is in Day mode. Displays in the header of the image.
The In|Sync camera is in Night mode. Displays in the header of the image.

Viewing Multiple Cameras at an Intersection
Within the Multiple Camera view, there are several options available to you for viewing the
cameras at the intersection.
Note: All camera views can be paused by pressing the [P] key on the keyboard. Camera views also
automatically pause when you minimize the browser (note the time not changing to verify views are
paused) or change tabs within a browser.

Figure 10. Multiple Camera View
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Note: Users with Manual Traffic Control access (set up in Account>Edit Users) will have an additional
Manual Control Button on this screen. This button allows you to directly control the intersection using
the In|Sync WebUI software. For more information about manual controls, go to ”Using Manual
Controls” on page 92.

Change view styles
The Multiple Camera view provides several different styles for viewing cameras, which can
be selected from the View Styles drop-down list box:
• Standard: Camera views displays in two columns.
• Diamond: Camera views are displayed in a diamond shape.
• 3 Column: Camera views display in three columns.
• 4 Column: Camera views display in four columns.
• Cartoon View: Displays a cartoon view representation of the following traffic
conditions at the intersection:
• Light status
• Loop trigger status (drawn with orange when triggered, a padlock when
locked or with a yellow outline when not triggered or locked)
• Phase calls (indicated with a blue for call, magenta for manual call, and white
for no call)
• Wait time (red)
• Adjusted queue (white)
• Pedestrian phase information

Enlarge and condense camera views
The views can be enlarged or reduced by clicking the zoom icons, which are located on
the top right side of the screen.

In|Sync® 1.7 WebUI User’s Guide v2.0
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Set the Refresh rate
The Refresh rate is the frequency at which the camera sends images to the In|Sync WebUI.
You can select between:
• Fastest
• Every 1/2 second
• Every Second
• Every 2 Seconds
• Every 5 Seconds
• Every 30 Seconds
• Every 60 Seconds
Note: The faster the frame rate, the higher the processor’s bandwidth usage.
Note: Your network’s speed may limit you to a lower frame rate (i.e., the frame rate used to process
views may be slower than the actual frame rate you selected when you are on a slower network.)

Rearrange camera views
You can move camera views around by clicking on a camera view and dragging it to the
new position on the screen. To restore the layout to its default view, click the Reset Layout
button at the bottom of the camera views.

Open the Multiple Camera View in its own
window
You can open the Multiple Camera view in a new window in full screen mode. Full screen
mode hides the menu bar, tab bar, and the tool bar, presenting you with more screen
space to see the camera views. This is beneficial for displaying the intersection on a larger
screen for monitoring purposes.

26
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Figure 11. Full Screen Mode button
Note: While in Full Screen mode, the automatic logoff feature of the WebUI is disabled. This allows for
continuous monitoring or display within a TMC.

Pause camera images
To pause an individual camera view, click on it. A paused icon displays over the camera
view. Clicking the pause icon resumes the live video.
All camera views can be paused by pressing the [P] key on the keyboard (note the time not
changing to verify views are paused). Camera views also automatically pause when you
minimize the browser or change tabs within a browser.

Add and remove rows
You can also add or remove rows of camera views by selecting the Add Row and Delete
Row buttons.

Viewing In|Sync Intersection Status
In addition to viewing all the cameras at an intersection through the Multiple Camera view,
you can also see important status information regarding the In|Sync installation. To view
In|Sync Status information, scroll down below the camera views and click In|Sync Status.
The area expands with the following status items:
• Build: The build number of the In|Sync software running on the processor.
• Mode: Indicates whether or not the intersection is running in adaptive or detector
mode.
• Intersection: The name of the intersection.
• NTP Status: Displays whether or not the In|Sync Processor is able to communicate
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with the NTP server. The NTP server keeps time synchronized between all processors.
• Time: Current time in HH:MM:SS, military-style format.
• Configuration: The name of the configuration currently running.
• Railroad Preemption: Displays whether railroad preemption is currently running.
This only displays if a railroad preemption is taking place.
• Emergency Preemption: Displays whether emergency preemption is currently
running. This only displays if an emergency preemption is taking place.
• Recovery Mode: Displays whether the intersection is currently recovering from
being in railroad or emergency preemption. This only displays if In|Sync is in recovery
mode.
• IO Board Version (i.e., FusionIO (v4): The version number of the IO board(s)
configured at the intersection. This can be more than one (i.e., SDLC, Intercept
Module, V2 board). For instance, if you are connecting to your signals using an SDLC
connection, you would have an IO board version number for both the SDLC module
and the In|Sync Processor’s Fusion IO board.
• Firmware: The version number of the firmware within the In|Sync Processor. This
can be more than one (i.e., SDLC, Intercept Module, V2 board). For instance, if you
are connecting to your signals using an SDLC connection, you would have a firmware
version for both the SDLC module and the In|Sync Processor’s Fusion IO board.
• Volume Analyzer: Indicates whether the processor software is communicating with
the software that provides detector information (vehicle triggers).
• Intersection IP: The IP address assigned to the In|Sync Processor at the intersection.
• Intersection Subnet: The subnet address assigned to the In|Sync Processor at the
intersection.
• Intersection Gateway: The subnet gateway assigned to the In|Sync Processor at the
intersection.
• Intersection DNS: The IP address of the domain name server.
• Active Triggers: The type of trigger, priority, start condition, end condition, name
of the configuration that runs when the trigger is detected, and if the trigger type is
Phase Omit, the vehicle and pedestrian phases that are omitted from the configuration
Note: The Active Triggers information only displays if a trigger has been initiated.
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Viewing Processor Status
You can also obtain important hardware performance information regarding the In|Sync
Processor from the Multiple Camera view. To see this information, scroll to the bottom of
the screen and click Processor Status. You can then view:
• Core temperature of the CPU
• Load percentage: The percentage of CPU being used (i.e., 50% load means the
CPU is working at 50% of the maximum load it can handle).
Note: This information can be handy in diagnosing issues.

Viewing a Single Camera
The single camera view allows for a more in-depth look from a single camera. From this
screen you can choose which camera direction you want to view by selecting the camera
from the Camera drop-down list box. You can also select a different frame rate at which
the screen refreshes by selecting the rate from the Refresh drop-down list box.

Finally, you can choose from several filters to view the camera:

Figure 12. Filters

• Normal: Shows the raw footage coming from the camera along with markings
indicating what In|Sync has recognized and how it is operating based on that
information.
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• Unprocessed: Shows only the raw footage coming from the camera.
• Edge: Shows the sharp edge boundaries in the image, such as the edge between
a subject and a background of a contrasting color; this is helpful for confirming that a
certain object creates a good edge line for drawing a fog zone.
• Foreground: Shows the foreground image (such as moving vehicles) within a
camera view and displays only those foreground images along with the detection
zones on that approach.
To obtain a Foreground view, In|Sync compares a captured background image with the
current camera view. Pixels in the image that are “different enough” from the reference
background image are then classified as foreground pixels.
• Background: Detects the background image within a camera view and only
displays those background images along with fog zones that are drawn around
background images. The background image is initially grabbed by a user (usually
during the installation), and then is automatically updated by the software to reflect
the changing conditions being seen by the camera.
Note: Grabbing a background image is functionality available to users with Cameras access (set in
Accounts>Edit Users). For instructions on grabbing background images, go to “Grabbing Camera
Backgrounds” on page 80.

Viewing camera status
Camera status information is available at the bottom of the Single Camera View. To view
information about the camera, scroll to the bottom of the screen and click Camera Status.
The following general camera information displays:
Note: The only camera status items available for In|Sync:Thermal cameras are the camera’s IP
address, camera model, hardware version number and whether or not the camera is set to record.

• IP Address: The camera’s IP address.
• Camera Model: Indicates the type of detection camera at the approach (Axis 221,
Bosch NBN_50022).
• Impaired View: Indicates when In|Sync believes the camera view is not suitable for
image processing. When impaired in any way, historical information and light state is
used to calculate the “Fog Mode” presence and queue values.
30
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• Fog Mode Allowed: Indicates whether In|Sync is honoring or ignoring any analysis
that a camera view is impaired.
• Night Fog Mode Allowed: Indicates whether In|Sync is honoring or ignoring any
analysis that a camera view is impaired during nighttime hours.
• Obstruction Analysis: Indicates if a view is obstructed when looking at the whole
image instead of just fog zones. Possible values are “Off,” “Night Only,” “Day and
Night.”
• Tail Processing: Indicates whether or not tail processing is turned on. Tail
processing is the tracking of movements of vehicles within a detection zone - starting
at the first video frame in which it is detected to the point where a vehicle exits the
lane and enters the intersection. This tracking creates a “tail.” Tails are useful in
determining whether a moving object is in fact a vehicle. In theory, long tails represent
vehicles moving in a lane. Short tails represent miscellaneous objects that may enter
and exit a lane quickly, like a deer crossing the road.
There may be situations in which a vehicle does create a short tail, like when a
driveway is situated in close proximity to an intersection. In this situation, a car
entering a lane from the driveway would not register a long tail. In those specific
instances, you may want to turn tail processing off so that vehicle would register as a
detection.
• Recording: Indicates whether the camera is currently recording.
Video performance is directly affected by network connection quality. As the network
signal degrades, the amount of data transferred decreases, and the video frame rate goes
down. The following camera status information helps in determining if connection quality
has weakened:
• Frame acquisition: The MJPEG Acquire time is the amount of time it takes
CameraIO to read a complete single image frame from the network. The In|Sync
detection cameras are typically continuously streaming a series of JPEG streams. The
processor pulls data from that stream continuously. Whenever the end of a JPEG image
frame is reached, it is eligible for processing. The Frame acquisition is the it took
to acquire the last image frame, along with the minimum, maximum, and average.
Typically the range of these numbers should be in the 50-150 milliseconds range. An
average that exceeds 200ms is problematic.
• Last frame acquisition: The time it took to acquire the last image frame.
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• Min: The minimum time between acquired image frames. This number resets
every 15 seconds.
• Max: The maximum time between acquired image frames. This number
resets every 15 seconds.
• Avg: The average time it takes between acquired images frames. This
number resets every 15 seconds.
Note: If the In|Sync Processor is receiving a weak signal from a detection camera, consider installing
an Ethernet Repeater and PoE between the cameras and the equipment panel. An Ethernet Repeater
boosts Ethernet signal strength, which in turn can quicken processing speeds.

• Frame Processing: Once a frame has been acquired, it is placed into a buffer to
wait for processing. Once that frame starts processing, CameraIO times how long the
analysis of that frame takes. This is the processing time.
Processing times should be fast (under 50ms). This time is impacted by quite a few things,
and varies greatly. However, if it exceeds 50ms on average or regularly, you may want to
investigate. The Frame Processing field is broken into several pieces of information:
• Last frame processing: The time it took to process the last frame.
• Min: The minimum time CameraIO has processed the frame. This number
resets every 15 seconds.
• Max: The maximum amount of time CameraIO has processed the frame. This
number resets every 15 seconds.
• Avg: The average amount of time CameraIO takes to process a frame. This
number resets every 15 seconds.
• FPS: (frames per second) This field is broken into two pieces of information:
• The instantaneous FPS that CameraIO is processing data.
• FPS (running avg): A continuous running average of the FPS
FPS should be at 5 or above, and can go as high as 15. FPS values consistently below 5
indicate an issue and will cause video detection to run in a sensitive mode.
• Detection Zone Coverage: The percentage of the image that is occupied
by video detection lanes. Knowing this percentage can help when dealing with
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CPU overload scenarios. A “normal” view probably uses about 20-30% of the
image.
• Sensitivity: This indicates how sensitive the video detection algorithm is
set to allow objects to be classified/not classified as a detection that normally
would/would not be classified as detection. Fifty percent is the default value in
CameraIO, which is considered normal sensitivity.
You may want to increase sensitivity in situations where video detection
produces a lot of false negatives (missing detection that is present). This can
happen when there is constantly heavy traffic over an extended period of time
or if there is a poor camera view or badly drawn detection zones.
Alternatively, you may want to decrease sensitivity in situations where video
detection produces a lot of false positives (detecting objects that do not
exist). Instances of false positives occur in situations where traffic lanes have
distinguishing marks, such as stripes/ arrows or tar patches), when the images
coming from the detection cameras are jerky due to camera movement caused
by wind, etc., or when detection zones are drawn too small.
• NightSensitivity: This indicates how sensitive the video detection algorithm
is set during the nighttime hours to allow objects to be classified/not classified
as a detection that normally would/would not be classified as detection. Fifty
percent is the default value in CameraIO, which is considered normal sensitivity.
For reasons for increasing sensitivity, see the previous definition of Sensitivity.
• Lag: This indicates the estimated delay between the image that is
being processed by the video detection system and the actual traffic at the
intersection.
Poor network connections to the camera causes the camera to buffer images
sent to the video processor. As a result, the video detection system starts to
operate on images in the past, thereby producing vehicle detection results from
the past. To counteract this, In|Sync monitors lag time. When it drifts too far
from real-time, the stream is disconnected and reconnected to clear the buffer.
• Reference Images: Lists the number of images In|Sync is using to compare
to the current image for obstruction analysis
• Largest Ref Mismatch: Indicates the size of the largest “obstruction”
detected by the Obstruction Analysis algorithm.
• Brightness level: Brightness of the frame, related to sunblind detection.
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Chapter 4. Reports
In|Sync records a tremendous amount of data. This data can be very useful in determining
trends, reviewing what happened at an intersection at a particular moment in time, or evaluating
In|Sync’s performance. Through the In|Sync WebUI, there are three different types of reports
available:
• Daily Summary
• Statistics
• History Viewer
Before discussing each report type, the following sections detail the various methods for
navigating graphs and tables.

Working with Graphs
There are several options for analyzing graphs in further detail.

Figure 13. Sample Vehicle Count Graph

Show or hide phases
To show or hide phases on a graph, click the phase name on the legend, which displays on the
right side of the graph.

Zoom in on an area of the graph
To enlarge an area of the map, double-click on the area of the map that you want enlarged, or
roll your mouse’s middle wheel.
34
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Navigate within the graph
To move within the graph, click anywhere on the graph and drag the graph until the area you
want to view is displayed.

View graph details
You can view the data points within the graph by hovering the mouse over a plotted point.
Detailed graph data displays in a tool tip.

Daily Summary
The Daily Summary report provides several pieces of information:
• Intersection Totals:
• Total vehicles counts for the selected day/time period per phase
• Total pedestrian counts for the selected day/time period per phase
• Vehicle Counts: The Vehicle Count section presents a graphical display of vehicle
counts per phase at each hour of the day.
• Period Lengths: The Period Length section presents a graphical display of period
lengths per phase for a time period.

Generate a Daily Summary
To generate a Daily Summary report:
1. Select Daily Summary from the Dashboard or from the Reports menu.
2. Click in the Date field. A calendar for selecting a date displays.
3. Select the month and day for which you want to display a summary report.
4. Click Load Summary. The Summary Report displays.
Note: In instances of In|Sync:Hawkeye integrated installations, only the Period Length graph is
available.
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Figure 14. Daily Summary Report

Statistics
The Statistics option offers seven different reports that provide a wide range of traffic data.
By selecting Statistics, reports can be generated for specific date and time ranges. To select the
start and end dates/times:
36
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1. Click in the first Date and Time field. A calendar displays.
2. If the start date is not the current month, use the arrow bars to go to the month you
want.
3. Click the start date on the calendar.
4. Click and drag the Hour slider bar to the start hour.
5. Click and drag the Minute slider bar to the start minute.
6. Click Done.

Figure 15. Selecting a start date and time

7. Click in the second Date and Time field. A calendar displays.
8. Perform steps 2 through 6 for the end date and time.
9. If you want to view statistic reports, click Load Statistics. If you want to download
reports in CSV formats for analysis in other programs, click Download Statistics.

Viewable Statistical Reports
The following reports are viewable through the In|Sync WebUI.
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Vehicle Graphs
The Vehicle Graphs report displays two separate graphs: V. The Vehicle Counts graph shows the
amount of vehicles on a phase for every 15 minutes. The Vehicle Hourly Summary graph shows
an hourly total of the same data.
Note: The Vehicle charts are available for core In|Sync system installations and not for
In|Sync:Hawkeye integrated systems.

Figure 16. Vehicle Graphs report
Note: The Vehicle charts are available for core In|Sync system installations and not for
In|Sync:Hawkeye integrated systems.

Phase Volume Playback
The Phase Volume Playback report shows turning movements on each approach for each
15-minute period. This phase volume data can be used to determine vehicle hourly patterns,
daily or seasonal variations and growth trends, or annual traffic estimates.
To view the counts for every 15 minutes, click the Play button. You can then click Pause to stop
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on a 15-minute period. You can also scroll to a specific time period by dragging the scroll bar to
the time period you want to view.
Note: To display a full 24-hour period of phase volume data, enter the range for a 24 hour period, not
23:59. In other words to display all of 6/16, select 6/16 00:00 to 6/17 00:00, not 6/16 23:59

Figure 17. Phase Volume Playback Report
Note: The Phase Volume Playback feature is available for core In|Sync system installations and not for
In|Sync:Hawkeye integrated systems.

Splits
The Splits report shows the range of green split times per phase, including the maximum,
minimum and average. It also shows the percentage of green time spent on each phase in a pie
chart format. Hovering the mouse over a highlighted area provides exact data for that area. For
instance, hovering the mouse over the circle in the middle of a phase’s range shows the average
green split time.
Hovering the mouse over the green range of time presents the minimum and maximum green
split times for that phase.
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Figure 18. Green Splits Report

Pedestrian Graphs
The Pedestrian Graphs report displays two separate graphs: Pedestrian Counts and Pedestrian
Hourly Summary. The Pedestrian Counts graph shows the amount of ped button activations on a
phase for every 15 minutes. The Pedestrian Hourly Summary graph shows an hourly total of the
same data.

Figure 19. Pedestrian Counts report

Period graph
The Period Graph is useful for reviewing period lengths used by In|Sync. This graph shows the
selected period for a configuration or the calculated period if dynamic periods are used. You
can zoom in on a piece of a graph by double-clicking on the area that you want to view. You can
40
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also turn on and off phases by clicking on the phase name in the top-right corner of the graph.

Figure 20. Period Lengths report

Count Totals
The Count Totals report contains the number of vehicles that have traveled within the specified
phase(s). This is based on In|Sync’s counting zones. The method used for counting does not
detect cars that make a right turn on red. This report also shows the total pedestrian actuations
on each phase for the date/time period that you specified.
Note: The vehicular Count Total report is available for core In|Sync system installations and not for
In|Sync:Hawkeye integrated systems.

Figure 21. Count Totals report

Processor Graphs
Processor Graphs displays two different graphs: the processor’s CPU temperature and the
percentage of CPU being used (the load) throughout the specified time period.
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Figure 22. Processor Graphs report

Download Statistics
You can also download statistics for viewing in another software program, such as Microsoft
Excel. Before clicking Download Statistics, you must first specify the start date/time and the
end date/time. After clicking the Download Statistics button, a list of options display. You can
choose to download the following types of information:
• Vehicle Counts: Outputs each phase’s turning movement counts for every 15
minutes of the specified time period.
• Pedestrian Counts: Outputs each phase’s pedestrian button actuations for every
15 minutes of the specified time period.
• Hourly Summaries: Outputs each phase’s turning movements in four 15-minute
blocks and shows the summation of those counts into a total for every hour.
After specifying which report data you want outputted, you can either save the file as a .csv or as
a .txt file. The .csv file contains only count information, while the .txt file includes all the data the
server stores, including stop delays, extended counts, sub-phase counts, ped wait times, and
stuck detector information.
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History Viewer
The In|Sync Processor collects and saves operational information into a historical log. This
log can then be used for future use and historical reporting and includes timing, detection
actuation, lane saturation, lane volume, coordination, and adaptive trigger information.
Selecting History Viewer allows you to generate reports based on historical logs kept on the
In|Sync Processor. These logs detail the activities of the In|Sync system by time of day and day of
week.
Note: In|Sync stores the last 30 days of historical data at any given time.

You can see precise historical phasing and intersection information for particular days and
times of day. The History Viewer uses icons to show exactly which movement In|Sync served at
particular times of day, the duration of the movement, and other conditions at the intersection
at that time such as queue lengths and wait times. It also shows when In|Sync has gone into and
out of Adaptive mode.
At the global level, you can see coordinated movements served and any adaptive qualities
applied to the coordinated movement, such as whether the tunnel was truncated due to low
demand, or whether the period length (time between tunnels) changed. Pedestrian call,
preemption and flash status data are also available, allowing you to determine the reason for
In|Sync’s decisions.
Note: In|Sync detects that an intersection is in Flash in one of two ways:

• The controller has sent an indication that the intersection is in Flash
• The controller indicates that 30 seconds has passed since any phase at the
intersection (either vehicle or pedestrian) has received a green light or a Walk light.

Figure 23. History Viewer
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To generate historical data:
1. Select History Viewer from the Reports menu.
2. Either type the start date and time in the Start Date/Time field or click in the field and
select the date from the calendar. Then use the Hour and Minute sliders to select the start time.
Click Done.
Note: This field automatically defaults to the current day.

3. Either type the end date and time in the End Date/Time field or click in the field and
select the date from the calendar. Then use the Hour and Minute sliders to select the end time.
Click Done. These fields define the range of time in which you want to view historical data.
Note: The Historical log cannot exceed a 48-hour timespan.

4. You can then choose to which information to display by clicking in the Include field
and selecting the data type from the Results box. If you want to remove a data type from being
displayed, click the X icon next to data type to remove it from the Include list.
5. If you want to show only select movements, select which movements you want to
display by clicking the Limit to Movements Including field and selecting the traffic movement
direc- tion. To remove a movement direction, click the X icon next to the movement direction in
the Limit to Movements field.
6. If you want to show wait times over a specific number of seconds highlighted, type the
amount of time that is considered too long of a wait time (in seconds) in the Highlight wait times
over field.
7. If you want to only show wait times over a specific number of seconds, type that time
amount in the Only show wait times over field.
8. Click Load History. The report you specified displays.
Note: You may also download the history report to a .csv format, which can then be opened in
a spreadsheet software program. To save the file to your computer or open it into a spreadsheet
program, click Download. The Opening History.csv dialog box displays.
You can then choose to open the file or save the file and then click OK.
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Hawkeye Reports
Hawkeye ATSPM/AFPM Reports
In instances when In|Sync has been integrated with the Hawkeye radar, the system will deliver
a set of additional reports. The detection data, collected by the Hawkeye radar, is processed
by the In|Sync processor into a data analytics module comprising over 25 ATSPM metrics for
intersections and highways. To access these reports, you need to log into the Hawkeye WebUI.
1. Click on the contextual menu in the top right-hand corner where the intersection name
and IP address are displayed.

Figure 24. Contextual menu

2. The Hawkeye WebUI login page opens. Log with the credentials provided by your
organization.

Figure 25. Hawkeye WebUI login page
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3. Find the small system management panel in the top right-hand corner of the screen. It
is located right under the time zone and clock settings.

Figure 26. System management panel

4. Click on the Dockable Layers icon to open the list of ATSPM/AFPM reports.

Figure 27. ATSPM/AFPM reports list
Note: For a detailed description and interpretation of the ATSPM reports, refer to the Hawkeye
ATSPM/AFPM User Guide.
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Notifications

Figure 28. Reports menu

System health is important for the proper intersection monitoring and detection control through
the In|Sync user interface. Therefore, notifications can be sent via email, and then downloaded
and viewed for inspection.
1. From the Reports menu, open the Notifications tab.
2. Four options are available for working with system notifications:

Figure 29. System notifications

• Load Notifications - Display all active and non-active notifications
• Download notifications - Download all active and non-active notifications in json
format
• Load all active notifications - Display notifications that are currently active
• Download all active notifications - Download notifications that are currently active
in json format
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Figure 30. Json files

Chapter 5. Monitoring Management
Groups
You have the ability to monitor a management group by accessing any single processor because
every processor is set up as a web host, meaning that each networked processor can “talk” to
all the others. When a remote computer accesses one of the processors through the WebUI, it
can then access not only the data from the processor it is connected to, but the other processors
that are talking with it, thereby allowing a remote computer to show every intersection in a
management group on one web page. In|Sync also provides a way to list links to all the In|Sync
equipment located on all your management groups installed with In|Sync.

In|Sync provides several methods to monitor the management group within the In|Sync WebUI,
which are available in the Management Group menu. From this menu you can:
• Portal: Provides a list of links to management groups, intersections, cameras, DIN
Relays, and map views
• Management Group view: Provides a screen displaying all camera views along
the management group
• Map: Provides a map view showing which green splits are being served at that
point in time along the management group, along with the ability to display a live
camera feed directly from the map.
• Status: Provides real-time communication status (online/offline) of the In|Sync
Processors within the management group and pinpoints where communication
breakdowns are occurring.
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Portal
What is it?
Note: The Portal menu item is available only to users with In|Sync Maintenance access (set in the
Account>Edit Users screen).

The Management Group Portal screen provides you with a customized web page for accessing
several processors and camera views. From this page, you can choose to monitor traffic
operations by viewing each intersection’s camera (by clicking the camera view name), access the
multi-camera view for each intersection (by clicking the intersection’s name), or view a live map
of the management group (if a LiveMap link is available). In addition, the LiveMap option allows
you to access an intersection’s cameras.

Figure 31. Sample Portal screen

How does it work?
Portal is user-customizable, meaning that you can define exactly what management group,
intersection, camera, DIN relay, and live map links show when the Management Group Portal
screen displays. This is done through the Settings/Portal Designer screen. After defining
which links display in the Portal screen, you can save it to a processor or save it to all processors
in the management group so that the view can be accessed when connecting to any processor
within the management group.
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Why use it?
The Portal is a great way to consolidate access to views across management groups. For
instance, you may have In|Sync Processors installed on several management groups and as part
of your daily morning routine, you would like to check in on each management group. Instead of
opening a new browser for each management group, the Portal allows you to quickly click each
link to view intersections on all management groups.

How do I use it?
Before using the Portal, you must define what management groups, intersections, cameras,
DIN Relays and Map View links you want listed on the Portal View page (see the next section).
This is done in the Portal Designer (accessible from the Settings menu). After defining the
information on the page, you can then save it to the processor or save it to all processors on the
management group. Then you can select Portal from the Management Group menu to display
the Portal screen.

Managing Content in the Portal
The Portal Designer can be found in the Settings sidebar. From this screen, you can define
exactly which management group, intersection, camera, and DIN Relay links are displayed in the
Portal.

Auto generate a portal
This option allows you to create a portal by using the latest management group configuration
information on the processor and extracting information about each intersection along
the management group, which is then listed in the Portal. This option extracts out only the
intersection information for the connected processor’s management group. If you want other
management groups or Live Maps displayed in the portal, you must add them in manually.
Note: In order to use the auto-generate feature, you must have more than one intersection in a
management group and the intersections within the management group must be configured to
communicate with each other.
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Create a portal for the first time
When you first open the Portal, there are no links. You must first design the Portal in the Portal
Designer. To design the Portal:
1. Select Portal Designer from the Settings menu.
2. Type a name for the portal in the field below the Settings heading.
3. You can either try to auto-generate the Portal by clicking the Auto Generate button
or you can manually create the Portal. To manually create the Portal, add management groups,
inter- sections, camera IP addresses, maps and DIN relays.
Note: You must know the IP addresses for all the equipment you want to monitor.

Add Management Groups
To manually add a management group:
1. Select Management Group from the + Add menu. A row for adding a management
group displays at the bottom of the page.
2. Type a name for the management group in the Management Group Name field.

Add intersections
To add intersections:
1. Click the +Intersection button. A row for adding an intersection displays at the
bottom of the page.
2. Type the names of the intersecting approaches (e.g., Main and 7th Street) in the
Intersection Name field.
3. Type the IP address of the In|Sync Processor located at the intersection in the
Intersection IP field.

Add cameras
To add cameras to the intersection:
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1. Click the +CAMERA button. A row for adding a camera displays at the bottom of the
Intersection box.
2. Type the name of the camera (e.g., West Bound) in the Camera Name field.
3. Type the IP address associated with the camera in the IP field.

Add DIN relays
To add DIN relays:
1. Click the +RELAY button. A row for adding a DIN relay displays at the bottom of the
Inter- section box.
2. Type a name for the DIN Relay in the Relay Name field.
3. Type the IP address of the DIN Relay in the Relay IP field.

Add a map
To add a map for the management group:
1. Click the +MAP button next to the management group name. A row for adding a map
dis- plays at the bottom of the management group’s intersections.
2. Type a name for the map in the Map Name field.
3. Type the URL address for accessing the map in the Map URL field.

Rearrange the content
To move content from one location to another:
1. Place your mouse over the title bar of the content that you want to move.
Note: Do not place the mouse directly over a field.

2. Click and drag the content to its new position.
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Collapse and expand intersections
You can choose to collapse or expand the Intersection or Management Group content block to
easily see what management groups and intersections have already been added to the Portal.

To collapse/expand management group or intersection content blocks, double-click the
content block title (i.e., Management Group block title or Intersection block title).

Figure 32. The Portal Designer screen

Save the portal to the processor
After defining the content that you want displayed in the portal and arranging the content to
your liking, you must then save the view so that it can be accessed for later viewing. To do this,
click the Save to Processor button. This allows you to obtain this portal whenever you connect
to that specific processor. This feature is useful when and if you are not finished designing the
portal, but you need to step away and come back to finish the design.

Propagate the portal to several processors
Propagating the portal to other processors saves the Portal to every In|Sync Processor in the
same management group as the processor to which you are connected. It allows users to access
the view when accessing the In|Sync WebUI from any processor in the management group,
meaning that you do not have to design a Portal on every In|Sync Processor.
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To save the Portal to every In|Sync Processor, click the Save and Propagate button.

Edit content in the Portal Designer
You can also change what management groups/intersections/camera views/maps are listed
and the order in which they are listed by going into the Portal Designer screen. The portal for
that particular processor displays in this screen. Change the listing of management group data in
the same manner that it was added (see page 41 for instructions on adding content).
In addition, you can also delete content, such as intersections. To delete any content within the
Portal, click the icon.
Note: The Download button is for downloading an In|Sync configuration file and the Import from
File button is for uploading an In|Sync configuration file. Both options are for troubleshooting purposes
for Rhythm personnel only.

The Management Group View
What is it?
Note: The Management Group View is available to users that have cameras set to either View Only
or View /Control and Management Group Maintenance set to enabled (defined in the Accounts>Edit
Users screen).

The Management Group view gives you the ability to monitor every single approach on the
adaptive management group on one screen.
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Figure 33. Sample Management Group screen

To access the Management Group view, select Management Group View from the
Management Group menu.

How does it work?
The Management Group view is also user-customized, meaning that you can define exactly
what intersection(s) and camera(s) show when the Management Group view displays. This is
done through the Settings>Management Group View Designer screen. After defining which
intersection and camera views display in the Management Group view screen, you can save it to
the processor to which you are connected or save it to all processors on the management group
so that the view can be accessed when connecting to any processor on the management group.

Why use it?
Using the Management Group Viewer provides a handy view of all cameras along the
management group. This allows you to easily troubleshoot which cameras are experiencing
issues, check on current traffic conditions along the management group, and organize camera
views to make better sense of the traffic flow.
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How do I use it?
Before using the Management Group view, you must define what intersections and cameras you
want shown on the Management Group view page. This is done using the Management Group
View Designer, which is accessible from the Settings menu. After defining the information on
the page, you can then save it to the processor or save it to all processors on the management
group. To view the management group, select Management Group View from the
Management Group menu. The Management Group View displays.
Within the Management Group View screen, there is a Refresh drop-down list box, a Pause
button, and a Full Screen Mode button:
• The Refresh drop-down list box allows you to select how often In|Sync refreshes the
camera views on the screen.
• The Pause button pauses all camera images in the Management Group Viewer.
• Finally, the Full Screen Mode button opens the Management Group Viewer screen
in its own Window. When the Management Group Viewer opens in a new window, the
Refresh drop- down list box and Pause button still displays, along with the Collapse
button. If you click the Collapse button, the management group name, Refresh dropdown list box, and Pause button disappears. Clicking this button again re-displays the
management group name, Refresh drop-down list box, and Pause button.

Managing Content in the Management Group
View
The Management Group View Designer can be found in the Settings menu. From this screen,
you can change the order of the cameras, add intersections, add cameras, change the order of
the intersections, or manually change the Management Group Viewer.xml file that specifies the
order of management group viewer content.
Note: In order to manage management group view content, you must have access enabled for
Configure Intersection (set in the Account>Edit Users screen).

Create a Management Group View for the first time
When you first open the Management Group view, you will only see the camera views for the
intersection for which you are connected. You must add in other intersections and cameras in
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the management group by adding the names of the intersections, the intersection’s In|Sync
Processor IP address, camera names, and each camera’s IP address. To design the Management
Group view:
1. Select Management Group View Designer from the Settings menu.
2. Type a name for the management group view in the Management Group Title field.
3. You can then create the Management Group View by adding intersections and
cameras. See the following sections for more about adding/rearranging intersection and
camera views.

Add Intersections
To add an intersection:
1. Select Intersection from the + Add menu. The Add Intersection dialog box displays.
2. Type the processor’s IP address (e.g., 172.19.23.21) in the Intersection IP field and
click OK. The Management Group Designer retrieves a list of camera IP addresses assigned to
that intersection and displays all the camera views in a new column.

Add All of an Intersection’s cameras
To add cameras to the intersection:
1. Click the +CAMERA button in the column where you want to add a camera. The
Configure Camera dialog box displays.
2. Select a camera from list of available of camera views in the Camera drop-down list.
3. Click the Save button. The camera view is added to the bottom of the column.

Add a Custom Camera to a Column
Instead of displaying all the cameras for an intersection within one column, you may want to
display a camera in a new column. To do that, complete the following steps:
1. Add COLUMN from the + Add menu.
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2. Give the column a name by replacing “Unnamed Column” with a meaningful name.
3. Click the +Camera button. The Add Custom Camera dialog box displays.
4. In the Intersection IP field, type the IP address of the processor located on the
intersection where the camera resides.
5. Click Update List. A list of Camera Names is updated in the Camera Name dropdown list box.
6. Select the camera you want displayed from the Camera Name drop-down list box.
7. Click Save.

Rearrange the Content
You can move camera views within a column or move columns into a different order. To do so:
1. Place your mouse over the content that you want to move.
Note: Do not place the mouse directly over a field.

2. Click and drag the content to its new position.
Note: You can also rotate the location of all camera views by clicking the

button.

Add Gaps Between Camera Views
You can add gaps between the camera views. This creates a separator between camera views.
To add a gap between a camera view, click the +GAP button. The gap is added at the bottom of
the column. You can then drag the empty space to the correct location in the column.

Delete Cameras and Gaps from the View
To delete a camera or gap within the management group view designer, click the X icon next to
the content that you want deleted.

Save the management group view to the processor
After defining content that you want displayed in the management groupmanagement group
view and arranging the content to your liking, you must then save the view to be accessed for
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later viewing. To do this, click the Save to Processor button. This allows any user to obtain this
management group view whenever he or she connects to that specific processor. This feature is
handy if you are not finished designing the management group view, but you need to step away
and come back to finish up the design.

Propagate the management group view to several processors
Propagating the Management Group View to other processors saves the management group
view to every In|Sync Processor in the management group. It allows you to access the portal
view when accessing the In|Sync WebUI from any processor in the management group,
meaning that you do not have to design a Management Group view for every intersection’s
In|Sync Processor.
To save the Management Group view to every In|Sync Processor, click the Save and Propagate
button.

Change Management Group View content
To change the content or order of content that displays within the Management Group View,
you can go into the Management Group View designer to add, remove, and rearrange content.
See page 47 for instructions on adding, removing and rearranging content.
Note: The Download button is for downloading an management group view file and the Import
from File button is for uploading a management group view file. Both options are for troubleshooting
purposes for Rhythm personnel only.

Status
What is it?
The Status page provides a real-time status of communications between In|Sync Processors
within the management group, allowing you to troubleshoot network problems. It provides the
following information:
• Whether or not a processor is online or offline
• If a processor is online, but unable to physically reach certain processors.
For instance, if a management group contains three intersections — A, B and C — and
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C is down, A and B individually report that they are online but unable to talk with C.
Once all communications is restored, this page will indicate that it is waiting for the
processors to validate communications.

How does it work?
The Status page is updated by processors coordinating with each other via communications.
This information is reported as frequently as it is possible for processors to all synchronize with
each other on the network.

Why use it?
The Status page is a great troubleshooting tool for diagnosing network communication
problems. From this page, you can concentrate your efforts on exactly which In|Sync Processor
is experience network connectivity issues.

How do I use it?
The Status page is available to all users by selecting Status from the Management Group menu.

The Map
What is it?
The Map provides a graphical interpretation of the management group on a map image. It
provides light status information at each intersection in the management group. In addition, you
can show or hide tunnels, view either the satellite or map view of the management group, and
hide or show intersections.
Note: A bouncing red dot indicates that the intersection is in flash.
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Figure 34. The Map page

Once the interactive map view opens, you can click on an intersection icon (purple dot). This
displays a live view of the cameras at the intersection, along with intersection’s name. Hovering
your mouse over a camera view displays a larger view of the camera feed.

Chapter 6. Configuring In|Sync
Clicking Configure Detectors from the Settings menu displays the Configure Detectors screen.
To open the applet, click the Launch Configuration Utility button. This applet requires Java 1.6
or later. If you do not have Java on your computer, you can download it from: http://www.java.
com.
Note: You may need to configure Java to allow launching the Configure Detectors utility from the
processor’s IP address. To do so, open the Java Control Panel. This can be found by opening the Java
Control Panel found in the Window’s control panel. Go to the Security tab and add the processor’s IP
address to the Exception Site List.

After selecting Configure Detectors and launching the Java application, you are asked to type
your user name and password for the In|Sync Processor.
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Figure 35. Log In dialog box for the Configure functionality

If you are asked whether you want to continue, click Yes. The Configure Detectors dialog box
displays.
Note: DO NOT make any changes to the Day-Night Switch Duration or Sunset/Sunrise Offset
parameters unless advised to do so by Rhythm Engineering.

Figure 36. The Configure Directions screen

For a newly created intersection, you must type the name of the intersection into the
Intersection field. Otherwise, the name of the intersection and the direction view displays at
the top of the screen. You can change the intersection’s name in the Intersection field and select
which direction you want to configure from the Direction drop-down box.
Within the All Direction view in Configure Detectors, the following color-coded blocks have
different meanings:
• The green regions indicate the external detection zones.
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• The blue regions indicate the In|Sync camera detection zones.
Complete the following steps to fully configure vehicle detection for each direction:
1. Configure In|Sync detection cameras.
		

a. Add In|Sync detection cameras.

		

b. Add detection zones.

		

c. Draw segment lines.

		

d. Set presence.

		

e. Draw fog zones (In|Sync and In|Sync:Fusion only).

		

f. Draw stabilization and ignore zones (In|Sync:Thermal only).

2. Verify that all lanes/phases for the intersection are correct; lanes/phases are assigned
when you added In|Sync detection cameras.
3. Create external detectors (only for In|Sync:Fusion).
4. Define detector settings.
5. Add external detectors to lanes.
6. Update the intersection.

Configuring In|Sync detection cameras
Add In|Sync detection cameras
In|Sync uses two types of detection cameras: video detection and thermal detection. In|Sync’s
video detection uses high-performance Bosch IP digital cameras to measure traffic occupancy,
queue length and delay in real-time. In|Sync’s thermal detection employs FLIR’s advanced
thermal cameras, which produces images based on temperature differences.

To define that an In|Sync detection camera is located on an approach:
1. If the Configuration Utility is not open, select Configure Detectors from the Settings
menu. The Configure Detectors screen displays.
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2. Click Launch Configuration. The Login dialog box displays.
Note: You may be asked whether you want to run the application. Select the Do not show this
again for apps from the publisher and location above check box and click Run.
Note: You may need to configure Java to allow launching the Configure Detectors utility from the
processor’s IP address. To do so, open the Java Control Panel. This can be found by opening the Java
Control Panel found in the Window’s control panel. Go to the Security tab and add the processor’s IP
address to the Exception Site List.

3. Type the same user name and password you used to log into the In|Sync WebUI in the
Login dialog box. The Configure Detectors dialog box displays.
Note: If you see a Security Warning dialog box, click Continue.

4. Select the direction you want the camera on from the Direction drop-down box.
5. Verify that the Camera tab is selected.
6. Click the

icon to add a camera. The Add Camera dialog box displays.

Figure 37. Add Camera heading and fields for IP address, RTSP and HTTP Ports

7. Provide a name for the camera in the Camera Name field.
8. Type the IP address associated with the In|Sync detection camera in the IP Address
field.
9. Select the type of camera being added from the Camera Type pull-down list box.
• For In|Sync video detection, select Bosch/Axis Visible
• For In|Sync:Thermal detection:
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• Via Axis thermal cameras, select Axis Thermal
• Via FLIR thermal cameras, select FLIR Thermal
10. Click OK.
11. Type the distance from the stop bar in which the camera starts reporting detections in
the Min Distance from Stopbar field.
12. Type the distance between the beginning and the end of the detection zone in the
Coverage Distance field.
13. Repeat steps 4-12 until all detection cameras are added to the intersection.
14. Continue configuring the In|Sync detection cameras by creating detection zones, fog
zones, presence segments, etc. by completing the steps starting on page 59.

Figure 38. Added detection cameras to the intersection
Note: Adding a second camera to a direction will create an Advanced Camera Detector. An unlimited
number of advanced cameras can be added per direction. After adding advanced camera detection
zones, be sure to assign them to the lanes in the All Directions view.

Add Advanced Detection Cameras
Advanced detection cameras are secondary cameras that measures traffic volume that is set
back a user-specified distance from the stop bar instead of traffic volume starting from the stop
bar. It is used in conjunction with stop bar detection cameras to provide the most accurate
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data to the In|Sync Processor. To set up and assign an advanced detection camera within the
Configuration utility:

Add a camera
1. If the Configuration Utility is not open, select Configure Detectors from the Settings
menu. The Configure Detectors screen displays.
2. Click Launch Configuration. The Login dialog box displays.
Note: You may be asked whether you want to run the application. Select the Do not show this again
for apps from the publisher and location above check box and click Run.

3. Type the same user name and password you used to log into the In|Sync WebUI in the
Login dialog box. The Configure Detectors dialog box displays.
Note: If you see a Security Warning dialog box, click Continue.

4. Click the Direction drop-down box, and select the direction you want the advanced
detec- tion camera on.
5. Make sure the Camera tab is selected.
6. Click the

icon to add a camera. The Add Camera dialog box displays.

7. Provide a name for the camera in the Camera Name field.
8. Type the IP address associated with the In|Sync detection camera in the IP Address
field.
9. Select the type of camera being added from the Camera Type pull-down list box.
• For In|Sync video detection, select Bosch/Axis Visible
• For In|Sync:Thermal detection:
• Via Axis thermal cameras, select Axis Thermal
• Via FLIR thermal cameras, select FLIR Thermal
10. Click OK.
11. Type the distance from the stop bar in which the camera starts reporting detections in
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the Min Distance from Stopbar field.
12. Type the distance from the beginning of the detection zone to the end of the
detection zone in the Coverage Distance field.

Assign detection zones to camera
1. Click the Detection Zone button.
2. Click the Add button.
3. Draw your zone by clicking on the image with the mouse. A polygon is created by
joining the points clicked with the mouse.
Note: If you make a mistake, click Clear and re-start.

4. When finished defining points, click the OK button to complete the zone/lane.
A dialog box opens, displaying a choice of available phase numbers to associate with the
detection zones.
5. Choose your phase number for the detection zone and click OK.
6. Repeat steps 2-5 for each detection zone/lane.

Assign the advanced camera to a lane
1. Select All from the Direction drop-down box.
2. Click the
resides.
3. Click the

icon next to the direction for which the advanced detection camera

icon next to the phase for which the advanced detection camera resides.

4. Right-click the lane on which the advanced detection camera resides and select Add
Detector/”Camera Detector Name” from the shortcut menu. The advanced camera displays
on the cartoon view for that phase/lane.

Add detection zones
The proper placement of detection zones is critical for In|Sync to function properly. A detection
zone needs to be drawn for each lane visible in the camera view, which is used for serving
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vehicle demand. Sometimes right-turn only lanes are ignored. A detection zone can be
added or edited by clicking the Detection Zone button. When you click Detection Zone, the
area above the Add and Remove buttons is populated with the detection zone numbers and
associated phase numbers.

To add a detection zone:
1. If the Configuration Utility is not open, select Configure Detectors from the Settings
menu. The Configure Detectors screen displays.
2. Click Launch Configuration. The Login dialog box displays.
Note: You may be asked whether you want to run the application. Select the Do not show this
again for apps from the publisher and location above check box and click Run.

3. Type the same user name and password you used to log into the In|Sync WebUI in the
Login dialog box. The Configure Detectors dialog box displays.
Note: If you see a Security Warning dialog box, click Continue.

4. Make sure the correct direction and camera is selected by selecting the camera
direction from the Direction drop-down box and the camera from the Camera drop-down box.
5. Click the Detection Zone button.
6. Click the Add button.
7. Draw your zone by clicking on the image with the mouse. A polygon is created by
joining the points clicked with the mouse.
Note: If you make a mistake, click Clear and re-start.
Note: If you are drawing detection zones for a thermal detection camera, make sure that there is
ample space between the detection zones to ensure that a vehicle in one lane is not detected in
another lane.
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Figure 39. Example of drawn thermal detection zones

8. When finished defining points, click the OK button to complete the zone. A dialog
box opens, displaying a choice of available phase numbers to associate with the detection
zones.
9. Choose your phase number for the detection zone and click OK.
10. Repeat steps 4-9 for each detection zone.
11. Click DONE when you are finished creating detection zones.

Detection Zone tips
• Draw detection zones inside the lane striping. Including lane striping can cause
false positives if the camera shakes.
• Do not make the zone too narrow. Making it too narrow may cause In|Sync to miss
headlights during night mode.
• If the camera angle is low and off to the side, the zones may need to be drawn
above the roadway to capture cars/headlights inside of them.
• Make all lanes, except for turn bays, approximately the same length. Turn bays may
not extend as far back and thru lanes.
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• Extend the zone forward at least ½ of a car length beyond the stop bar to cover
traffic that may creep forward and extend back as far as the lane is visible in the image.
• If the lane is exceptionally wide, only surround the area where cars are likely to
travel.
• Zones should not overlap. If you are drawing detection zones for a thermal
detection camera, make sure that there is ample space between the detection zones
to ensure that a vehicle in one lane is not detected in another lane.

Edit or Remove Detection Zones
To edit or remove a detection zone:
1. If the Configuration Utility is not open, select Configure Detectors from the Settings
menu. The Configure Detectors screen displays.
2. Click Launch Configuration. The Login dialog box displays.
Note: You may be asked whether you want to run the application. Select the Do not show this
again for apps from the publisher and location above check box and click Run.

3. Type the same user name and password you used to log into the In|Sync WebUI in the
Login dialog box. The Configure Detectors dialog box displays.
Note: If you see a Security Warning dialog box, click Continue.

4. Make sure the correct direction and camera is selected by selecting the camera
direction from the Direction drop-down box and the camera from the Camera drop-down box.
5. Click the Detection Zone button.
6. Select one of the zones in the list. The zone in the approach will be highlighted in
deep blue.
7. Delete the zone by clicking the Remove button
or
modify the corner points by clicking the Edit button, moving the corner points, and
clicking OK when done.
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Add segment lines for detection zones

Figure 40. Added Segment Lines

Segment lines are added after detection zones are drawn. They are used to divide detection
zones into segments that are approximately one car length, which then can be used to
approximate queue. To add segment lines:
1. If the Configuration Utility is not open, select Configure Detectors from the Settings
menu. The Configure Detectors screen displays.
2. Click Launch Configuration. The Login dialog box displays.
Note: You may be asked whether you want to run the application. Select the Do not show this
again for apps from the publisher and location above check box and click Run.

3. Type the same user name and password you used to log into the In|Sync WebUI in the
Login dialog box. The Configure Detectors dialog box displays.
Note: If you see a Security Warning dialog box, click Continue.

4. Make sure the correct direction and camera is selected by selecting the camera
direction from the Direction drop-down box and the camera from the Camera drop-down box.
5. Click the Segment Line button to draw segment lines that divide the detection zones
into segments.
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6. Click the mouse at the start of the segment.
7. Click the mouse at the end of the segment.
Note: The length of a segment should be approximately the length of a typical passenger car.
TIP: Click the Refresh button to capture an image with an actual car for better scaling.

8. Repeat as necessary to divide the entire zone into segments.
9. Click the Done button after all segment lines have been drawn.
By default, all segments are Advanced Segments, which do not trigger a detection. It is
necessary that the first two to three segments be marked as Presence Segments in order to
generate vehicle calls that are passed along to the controller. See page 66 for details regarding
defining Presence Segments.
Note: You should draw at least two segment lines (thereby creating three detection zone segments) for
each detection zone. Occasionally, short turn bays will not allow for three detection zone segments.
While not ideal, this is acceptable.

Delete Segments
To delete a single segment:
1. If the Configuration Utility is not open, select Configure Detectors from the Settings
menu. The Configure Detectors screen displays.
2. Click Launch Configuration. The Login dialog box displays.
Note: You may be asked whether you want to run the application. Select the Do not show this
again for apps from the publisher and location above check box and click Run.

3. Type the same user name and password you used to log into the In|Sync WebUI in the
Login dialog box. The Configure Detectors dialog box displays.
Note: If you see a Security Warning dialog box, click Continue.

4. Make sure the correct direction and camera is selected by selecting the camera
direction from the Direction drop-down box and the camera from the Camera drop-down box.
5. Click the Segment Line button.
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6. Click Delete Segment.
7. Click on the segment you want to delete.
8. Click Done.

To delete all segments:
1. Make sure the correct direction and camera is selected by selecting the camera
direction from the Direction drop-down box and the camera from the Camera drop-down box.
2. Click the Segment Line button.
3. Click Clear. You are asked if you are sure you want to delete all segments.
4. Click Yes to delete all segments.
5. Click Done.

Edit Segments
To edit a segment:
1. If the Configuration Utility is not open, select Configure Detectors from the Settings
menu. The Configure Detectors screen displays.
2. Click Launch Configuration. The Login dialog box displays.
Note: You may be asked whether you want to run the application. Select the Do not show this
again for apps from the publisher and location above check box and click Run.

3. Type the same user name and password you used to log into the In|Sync WebUI in the
Login dialog box. The Configure Detectors dialog box displays.
Note: If you see a Security Warning dialog box, click Continue.

4. Make sure the correct direction and camera is selected by selecting the camera
direction from the Direction drop-down box and the camera from the Camera drop-down box.
5. Click the Segment Line button.
6. Click Edit.
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7. Click on one end of the segment line and drag it to its new position.
8. Click on the other end of the segment line and drag it to its new position.
9. Click Done.

Define presence segments
At least two segments in each detection zone should be marked as a Presence Segment. When
a detection occurs inside a segment marked as a presence segment, the phase is considered to
be in need of service. Detections in segments that are not presence segments are considered
for queue counts and volume density analysis, but are not sufficient to bring a call to a phase. To
define presence segments:
1. If the Configuration Utility is not open, select Configure Detectors from the Settings
menu. The Configure Detectors screen displays.
2. Click Launch Configuration. The Login dialog box displays.
Note: You may be asked whether you want to run the application. Select the Do not show this
again for apps from the publisher and location above check box and click Run.

3. Type the same user name and password you used to log into the In|Sync WebUI in the
Login dialog box. The Configure Detectors dialog box displays.
Note: If you see a Security Warning dialog box, click Continue.

4. Make sure the correct direction and camera is selected by selecting the camera
direction from the Direction drop-down box and the camera from the Camera drop-down box.
5. Click the Set Presence button.
Note: To clear all presence segments, click the Clear button.

6. Click anywhere within a segment that should be a presence segment. A dialog box
opens, requesting presence delay, which is defined in seconds. Presence delay is the number of
sec- onds a car must be present before it is considered a presence.
Note: To change a presence delay that has already been entered, click within that segment and type
a new presence delay. To delete a single presence point, click within that segment and click the Delete
button in the Presence Delay dialog box.
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Figure 41. Presence dialog box

7. If no delay is desired, type 0 and click the OK button on the dialog box. That segment
is set as a presence detector with no detector delay.
Note: Right-turn lanes can be marked with detector delay values of 5 or 10 seconds to allow vehicles
to make a right-turn on red. A 10 second delay is standard. The delay value is shown in all segments
that have been set as Presence Segments.

8. Click the Done button after all Presence Segments have been marked.
Note: There should be at least two presence segments at the front of each detection zone.
DO NOT mark every segment as a presence segment. This can lead to false positives. Typically two to
four presence segments per lane are adequate.

Set fog zones (In:Sync and In:Sync:Fusion only)
Note: The following instructions pertain only to In|Sync and In|Sync:Fusion installations.

Fog zones are used by In|Sync to verify that the camera has a clear view of traffic. Fog zones
are drawn around unchanging features in the camera view that have high contrast with the
background, such as traffic signals and sidewalks. When In|Sync can no longer see high contrast
within the fog zone(s), the camera information is considered unreliable and fog mode is entered.
At least one fog zone must be defined.
Note: You must set one fog zone for an In|Sync thermal detection camera, but the placement of the fog
zone is irrelevant since thermal detection cameras use heat signatures to detect vehicles.

To add fog zones:
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Figure 42. Red shaded areas denote fog zones

1. If the Configuration Utility is not open, select Configure Detectors from the Settings
menu. The Configure Detectors screen displays.
2. Click Launch Configuration. The Login dialog box displays.
Note: You may be asked whether you want to run the application. Select the Do not show this
again for apps from the publisher and location above check box and click Run.

3. Type the same user name and password you used to log into the In|Sync WebUI in the
Login dialog box. The Configure Detectors dialog box displays.
Note: If you see a Security Warning dialog box, click Continue.

4. Make sure the correct direction and camera is selected by selecting the camera
direction from the Direction drop-down box and the camera from the Camera drop-down box.
5. Click the Fog Zone button.
6. Click the Add button.
7. Click points within the view to define the edges of the fog zones. If you make a
mistake, click the Clear button to start over.
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8. When done defining fog zones, click the Done button. If you are finished with all your
edit- ing, click the Update Intersection button.

Fog Zone Tips
• Fog zones can be drawn around objects that have high contrast with the
background.
• Do not draw a single fog zone around multiple objects.
• Make the fog zone large enough around the point of interest to allow for camera
shake.
• Avoid objects that might be obscured or that have a background that changes
often.
• Good candidates for fog zones include light poles, traffic signs, business signs, and
stone markers.
• Bad candidates for fog zones include temporary signs, bushes, and objects in front
of a parking lot.
• Two to three fog zones is typically enough.
• Check the Edge View check box and click the Refresh button to see the areas/
edges of high contrast in the image (see page 81).

Remove Fog Zones
To remove fog zones:
1. If the Configuration Utility is not open, select Configure Detectors from the Settings
menu. The Configure Detectors screen displays.
2. Click Launch Configuration. The Login dialog box displays.
Note: You may be asked whether you want to run the application. Select the Do not show this
again for apps from the publisher and location above check box and click Run.

3. Type the same user name and password you used to log into the In|Sync WebUI in the
Login dialog box. The Configure Detectors dialog box displays.
Note: If you see a Security Warning dialog box, click Continue.
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4. Make sure the correct direction and camera is selected by selecting the camera
direction from the Direction drop-down box and the camera from the Camera drop-down box.
5. Click the Fog Zone button.
6. Select the appropriate zone number in the zone list. The selected zone is highlighted
in red.
7. Click the Remove button.

Set Stabilization zones (In|Sync:Thermal Only)
Stabilization zones are areas within the camera’s view that are fixed. These reference points
establish areas that are known to have no movement and should be positioned on the edges
of the camera view. Do not position of stabilization zone on the area of screen that is to be
monitored for movement. It should also never be blocked by other objects, such as parked cars.
Good objects that can be used for stabilization zones are tree trunks or buildings.
Note: A minimum of two zones, one on each side of the camera view, is required for optimal image
stabilization.

To add stabilization zones:

Figure 43. Defining Stabilization Zones
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1. Make sure the correct direction and camera is selected by selecting the camera
direction from the Direction drop-down box and the camera from the Camera drop-down box.
2. Click the Stabilization Zone button.
3. Click the Add button.
4. Click points within the view to define the edges of the stabilization zones. If you make
a mis- take, click the Clear button to start over.
5. When done defining stabilization zones, click the OK button. If you are finished with
all your editing, click the Update Intersection button.

Stabilization Tips
• It’s beneficial to have at least two stabilization zones, one on each side of the
camera view. Each stabilization zone works to pin down the image. When there’s
only a single stabilization zone, that pin becomes a pivot. Any image shaking due to
camera movement causes the entire frame to “twist” slightly around that area. Having
one stabilization zone on the left and one on the right does a better job of nailing
down the image.
• When drawing a stabilization zone, use areas of the screen then will never have
vehicle or pedestrian traffic entering into the zone. Always consider whether a passing
vehicle might move through the proposed stabilization zone. If a vehicle could
possibly obstruct the view, do not use it as a stabilization zone.

Remove Stabilization Zones
To remove stabilization zones:
1. Make sure the correct direction and camera is selected by selecting the camera
direction from the Direction drop-down box and the camera from the Camera drop-down box.
2. Click the Stabilization Zone button.
3. Select the appropriate zone number in the zone list or the stabilization zone on the
camera view. The selected zone is highlighted in red.
4. Click the Remove button.
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Set Ignore Zones (In|Sync:Thermal Only)
Ignore zones are the areas of the camera view that In|Sync should disregard when looking for
motion. Items that a user may want to ignore are things that can sway in the wind, such as signs,
tree branches or flags or items that can block vehicle detection, like traffic signal heads. This
helps to eliminate false positives caused by movement that is not vehicle movements, such as
span wires crossing the camera’s view of the oncoming traffic and signal heads blocking some
portion of the approach.
Note: Since In|Sync only looks for motion within defined detection zones, do not draw ignore zones
outside of detection zones. It won’t cause any particular detriment for processing to draw ignore zones
outside of detection zones but it’s not a good use of resources in general.

To add ignore zones:

Figure 44. Defining Ignore Zones

1. Make sure the correct direction and camera is selected by selecting the camera
direction from the Direction drop-down box and the camera from the Camera drop-down box.
2. Click the Ignore Zone button.
3. Click the Add button.
4. Click points within the view to define the edges of the ignore zones. If you make a
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mistake, click the Clear button to start over.
5. When done defining ignore zones, click the OK button. If you are finished with all your
edit- ing, click the Update Intersection button.

Remove Ignore Zones
To remove ignore zones:
1. Make sure the correct direction and camera is selected by selecting the camera
direction from the Direction drop-down box and the camera from the Camera drop-down box.
2. Click the Ignore Zone button.
3. Select the appropriate zone number in the zone list or the ignore zone on the camera
view. The selected zone is highlighted in red.
4. Click the Remove button.

Confirm good edge lines
Note: The following instructions pertain only to In|Sync and In|Sync:Fusion installations that use In|Sync
video detection cameras.

Figure 45. Edge View
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To confirm that a certain object creates a good edge line to draw a fog/contrast zone over:
1. If the Configuration Utility is not open, select Configure Detectors from the Settings
menu. The Configure Detectors screen displays.
2. Click Launch Configuration. The Login dialog box displays.
Note: You may be asked whether you want to run the application. Select the Do not show this
again for apps from the publisher and location above check box and click Run.

3. Type the same user name and password you used to log into the In|Sync WebUI in the
Login dialog box. The Configure Detectors dialog box displays.
Note: If you see a Security Warning dialog box, click Continue.

4. Click Update Intersection to update the camera information.
5. Click the Edge View check box (bottom left corner of the screen).
6. Click the Refresh button. An edge view is generated (see Figure 6-11).
7. De-select the Edge View check box and click the Refresh button again to return to
the nor- mal camera view.
8. Click Done after all fog zones have been verified.

Configure external detectors (In|Sync:Fusion)
Note: The following instructions pertain only to In|Sync:Fusion installations.

After defining the lanes within a phase, you must associate detection zones with the lane. If you
have already set up external detectors within In|Sync:
1. If the Configuration Utility is not open, select Configure Detectors from the Settings
menu. The Configure Detectors screen displays.
2. Click Launch Configuration. The Login dialog box displays.
Note: You may be asked whether you want to run the application. Select the Do not show this again
for apps from the publisher and location above check box and click Run.

3. Type the same user name and password you used to log into the In|Sync WebUI in the
Login dialog box. The Configure Detectors dialog box displays.
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Note: If you see a Security Warning dialog box, click Continue.

4. If the cartoon map view of the intersection is not showing, select All from the
Direction drop-down box.
5. Click the
icon next to the direction where you want to assign the external
detector. This shows all the phases within the direction.
6. Click the
icon next to phase in which you want to assign the external detector. This
shows all the lanes within the phase.
7. Right-click the lane and select Add Detector. A list of detectors will display in the
short-cut menu. Select the one you want from the menu.
If no detectors currently exist within In|Sync:
1. If the Configuration Utility is not open, select Configure Detectors from the Settings
menu. The Configure Detectors screen displays.
2. Click Launch Configuration. The Login dialog box displays.
Note: You may be asked whether you want to run the application. Select the Do not show this
again for apps from the publisher and location above check box and click Run.

3. Type the same user name and password you used to log into the In|Sync WebUI in the
Login dialog box. The Configure Detectors dialog box displays.
Note: If you see a Security Warning dialog box, click Continue.

4. If the cartoon map view of the intersection is not showing, select All from the Direction
drop- down box.
5. Click the

icon next to the direction where you want an external detector created.

		
a. If no phases exist for the direction, right-click the direction and select Add
Phase/ phase # from the short-cut menu.
		
b. If no lanes exist for a phase, right-click the phase and select Add Lane from the
shortcut menu.
6. Right-click the phase and select Create>External Detector. The External Detector
Details dialog box displays.
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Figure 46. The External Detector Details dialog box

From this dialog box, you can define the following:
• The name of the detector. To ensure consistency, label the detector the same as it is
shown in the intersection’s traffic signal plan.
• The distance from the stop bar in which the detector starts
Note: If the detector starts in front of the stop bar, enter 0.

• The length of the detection zone
• The detection type
• Whether Lock On is set for the detector
• Delay, which is the amount of time before a detection should register a presence
Note: If you know that there is a potential for a car to slip past a detector so that it is not going to
register a presence, we recommend that you turn on the Lock On attribute. Selecting Red or Yellow Lock
On is recommended, but at least Lock On Red should be configured in this case. Lock On Yellow only
locks when the signal is Yellow and may not be sufficient in this case.

Unassign an External Detector from a Lane
To remove an external detector from a lane:
1. If the Configuration Utility is not open, select Configure Detectors from the Settings
menu. The Configure Detectors screen displays.
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2. Click Launch Configuration. The Login dialog box displays.
Note: You may be asked whether you want to run the application. Select the Do not show this
again for apps from the publisher and location above check box and click Run.

3. Type the same user name and password you used to log into the In|Sync WebUI in the
Login dialog box. The Configure Detectors dialog box displays.
Note: If you see a Security Warning dialog box, click Continue.

4. Right-click the detector in the tree view.
5. Select Delete from the shortcut menu.
Note: The definition of the detector still exists; it has just been removed from the lane.

Change a Detector’s Settings
To change the settings assigned to a detector:
1. If the Configuration Utility is not open, select Configure Detectors from the Settings
menu. The Configure Detectors screen displays.
2. Click Launch Configuration. The Login dialog box displays.
Note: You may be asked whether you want to run the application. Select the Do not show this
again for apps from the publisher and location above check box and click Run.

3. Type the same user name and password you used to log into the In|Sync WebUI in the
Login dialog box. The Configure Detectors dialog box displays.
Note: If you see a Security Warning dialog box, click Continue.

4. Click the external detector that you want to change.
5. Click the Edit Detector Details button. The External Detector Details dialog box
displays.
6. Enter the new settings (distance from stopbar, length, etc.) into the External Detector
Details dialog box and then click OK.
If you would like to change the name of the external detector, complete the following steps:
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1. If the Configuration Utility is not open, select Configure Detectors from the Settings
menu. The Configure Detectors screen displays.
2. Click Launch Configuration. The Login dialog box displays.
Note: You may be asked whether you want to run the application. Select the Do not show this
again for apps from the publisher and location above check box and click Run.

3. Type the same user name and password you used to log into the In|Sync WebUI in the
Login dialog box. The Configure Detectors dialog box displays.
Note: If you see a Security Warning dialog box, click Continue.

4. Click the direction on which the external detector resides from the Direction dropdown box.
5. Click the External Detectors tab.
6. Click the external detector that you want to edit in the list and click the Edit button.
From this External Detector Details dialog box, you can change the detector’s name.

Confirm detection cameras/external detectors are correctly
assigned
After defining all detection cameras, verify that each camera is assigned to the correct direction
and phase and that all lanes are correctly assigned. To do this:
1. If the Configuration Utility is not open, select Configure Detectors from the Settings
menu. The Configure Detectors screen displays.
2. Click Launch Configuration. The Login dialog box displays.
Note: You may be asked whether you want to run the application. Select the Do not show this
again for apps from the publisher and location above check box and click Run.

3. Type the same user name and password you used to log into the In|Sync WebUI in the
Login dialog box. The Configure Detectors dialog box displays.
Note: If you see a Security Warning dialog box, click Continue.

4. Select All from the Direction drop-down box. A cartoon view representation of the
intersec- tion displays on the left, while a tree organizational view displays to the right.
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5. Click the
approach exist.

icon in the tree view for each direction to verify that all phases for an

6. Click the
each phase.

icon in the tree view for each phase to verify that all lanes exist within

If a phase/lane is incorrectly assigned to a detection camera:
1. Right-click on the direction and select Clear from the short-cut menu.
2. Select the camera direction from the Direction pull-down menu.
3. Click the

icon to add a camera. The Add Camera dialog box displays.

4. Click the

icon to add a camera. The Add Camera dialog box displays.

5. Provide a name for the camera in the Camera Name field.
6. Type the IP address associated with the In|Sync detection camera in the IP Address
field.
7. Select the type of camera being added from the Camera Type pull-down list box.
• For In|Sync video detection, select Bosch/Axis Visible
• For In|Sync:Thermal detection:
• Via Axis thermal cameras, select Axis Thermal
• Via FLIR thermal cameras, select FLIR Thermal
8. Click OK.
9. Type the distance from the stop bar in which the camera starts reporting detections in
the Min Distance from Stopbar field.
10. Type the distance from the beginning of the detection zone to the end of the
detection zone in the Coverage Distance field.
11. Click Detection Zone.
12. Click Add to add the detection zones.
13. Draw the detection zones.
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14. Click OK to indicate that you are finished drawing the detection zone. The Zone
Information dialog box displays.
15. Select the correct phase from the Choose a Phase drop-down list.
16. Click OK.

If a phase is incorrectly assigned to an external detector:
1. Find the external detector within the tree view.
2. Right-click on the detector and select Delete from the short-cut menu. The external
detector is removed from the lane; however, it is not removed from the Configuration utility.
3. Right-click on the lane in the tree view and either select Add Detector to assign an
existing external detector to the lane or click Create Detector to create a new external detector
to the lane.

Save the configuration
In order to save your configuration work, you must click the Update Intersection button to
save configuration changes to the processor. You can do this after each direction is configured
or after the configuration changes for all four directions have been made (to save the work all at
once).

Figure 47. Updating an Intersection Confirmation Message
Note: Settings are NOT saved until the Update Intersection button is clicked.

TIP: If you make a mistake during configuration editing and wish to revert to the current
configuration settings without saving, close the applet and re-open it by selecting Configure
Detectors from the Settings menu.
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Grabbing Camera Backgrounds
After creating or adjusting configuration details within the Configure applet, you must grab
camera backgrounds for each camera view. The background is used as a reference for car
detection and should be representative of average lighting/visibility conditions (ideally
captured in late morning or early afternoon). It is also used to determine visibility conditions.
Note: Make sure there are no cars in the detection zone when grabbing a background image.
Grabbing camera backgrounds can be performed from the In|Sync WebUI or from the In|Sync kiosk
(through the Views button).

1. In the In|Sync WebUI, select Single Camera View from the Views menu.
2. Choose the camera direction from the Camera drop-down box.
If possible, wait until the lanes are free of traffic.
3. Click the Grab Background button.
4. Repeat for the next camera view.
The camera moves into fog mode when the processor determines that it does not have a clear
image for dependable video vehicle detection. In this situation, In|Sync references historical
data collected for each phase associated with the unclear view. The historical data is based
on green splits for that time of day, on that particular day of the week, for the past 4 weeks, in
15 minute increments. This allows In|Sync to make a reasonable estimation of how much time
should be allotted to each phase affected by the fog mode (preferable to MAX RECALL).
The camera will move out of fog mode automatically when the camera view clears.
After grabbing camera backgrounds, click Multiple Cameras from the Views menu to verify
proper system behavior.
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Figure 48. Verifying Proper System Behavior

The red and green rectangles at the front of each detection zone indicate the current status
of the signal head for each associated phase. A detection segment will be highlighted when
vehicles are detected.

Configuring a Multi-Processor Intersection
In a multi-processor setup (an intersection with 6 or more In|Sync detection cameras), specific
steps need to be taken to configure both In|Sync Processors. Multi-processor intersections are
primarily used in diamond interchanges where only one controller, and therefore one cabinet,
controls two intersections. Other possible locations are where there are two closely spaced
intersections that need to have overlaps to prevent backing up between the intersections, or
intersections with several camera detectors.
1. Identify the IP addresses of the two processors that will be used for the multi-processor
con- figuration.
For example, IP address 192.168.1.100 runs the In|Sync software and processes In|Sync
detection cameras on the Eastbound, Eastbound Advanced, and Southbound approaches,
while IP address 192.168.1.101 only processes the remaining In|Sync detection cameras on the
Westbound, Westbound Advanced, and Northbound approaches.
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2. Log into the intersection that runs the In|Sync Processor software (in the example
above, 192.168.1.100) by typing its IP address into the Address bar of a web browser and
logging in by typing the user name and password.
3. Select Configure Detectors from the Settings menu.
4. Click the Launch Configuration Utility button.
5. Type the user name and password for the processor that runs the In|Sync software.
6. Add the In|Sync detection cameras as you would normally do (see “Configuring
In|Sync detection cameras” on page 55.
7. Type the IP address of the In|Sync Processor that will be used to process that In|Sync
Camera detector in the Host Machine field. For example, processor 192.168.1.100 will
be entered for the Eastbound, Eastbound Advanced, and Southbound approaches, while
processor 192.168.1.101 will be entered for the Westbound, Westbound Advanced, and
Northbound approaches.
Note: Although a processor can handle up to five camera views, if you have two processors it is
a good idea to evenly distribute the processing load between them (e.g., three cameras on each
processor).

8. Draw detection zones, segments lines, presence segments and fog zones as you
normally would.
9. Click Update Intersection when done.
10. Verify that video processor is running on the secondary processor by clicking
CameraIO from the Advanced tab on the In|Sync kiosk. The video processor should show
camera processes for which it is responsible and each camera’s current status.
Note: You do not have to set NTP Server settings and GPS coordinates on video only processors.

Chapter 7. Remotely Controlling an
Intersection
With In|Sync’s live camera views, you can see how In|Sync is responding to real-time traffic
demand. You can also, with the correct permission level, manually control an intersection’s
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traffic signals remotely using the In|Sync WebUI. In addition, you can perform troubleshooting
steps remotely to save you a trip to an intersection. The following section details how to use the
manual controls that come with the In|Sync WebUI.

Using Manual Controls
Note: Manual intersection control is available to users with Camera View/Control and Manual Traffic
Controls permissions turned on.

The Multiple Camera screen contains a Manual Controls button that provides all the options
you need to manually control an intersection. From this dialog box you can manually control
which phases are receiving detections and which phases are receiving calls as well as allowing
Hawkeye to go into Emergency mode.

Figure 49. The Enable Manual Controls Fields
Note: If you try to manually control an intersection that another user is currently trying to control, a
dialog box displays warning you that another user is logged into the Manual Controls dialog box.
You can choose to take control of the dialog box (Yes), give up control of the dialog box (No), or view
the dialog box without being able to make and changes (Read Only). If you decided to take control
of the page, a message displays for the other user that someone else has taken over control of the
intersection. The other user is then in read only mode.
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Place the system into Detector mode
To place the intersection into detector mode and disable In|Sync adaptive mode, click Disable
Adaptive. This mode sends calls to the controller for any phase that contains a vehicle
detection and intercepted ped calls are also forwarded to the controller.

Place a detection on a phase (force presence)
Clicking a phase’s Force Phase field until it toggles to ON sends a vehicle detection to In|Sync
(not the controller). In|Sync then schedules and services that vehicle phase if it was unable to
do so previously because it was not detecting the presence of any vehicles on that phase. This
allows for In|Sync to continue operating without any external override.

Place a manual vehicle call on a phase (manual call)
Clicking a phase’s Manual Control field until it toggles to ON sends calls only from that phase to
the controller, completely overriding the calls that In|Sync may be trying to send.
Warning: These calls will interfere with In|Sync’s adaptive operation. Use with care.

Place a manual pedestrian call
If the intersection is configured with pedestrian interception, manual Ped Call controls are also
available to you. Click the relevant ped phase to turn it ON. In|Sync sees the call like it does a
Ped button press from the field and incorporates it into its adaptive control. These ped calls
come in addition to any ped or vehicle calls that In|Sync is already sending to the controller.

Switching Hawkeye emergency mode
Hawkeye emergency is similar in functionality to Camera emergency mode. Hawkeye
emergency is turned on manually when the detection from the radar is not reliable - for example,
the radar is not aligned correctly or has shifted positions.

Rebooting a Camera
Rebooting a camera may help if a camera is experiencing any issues, like unresponsiveness,
no image, low frame rate, stuck at an incorrect exposure, etc. Sometimes a reboot fixes these
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issues. To reboot a camera:
1. Select Single Camera View from the Views menu.
2. Choose the camera direction from the Camera drop-down box.
3. Click the Reboot Camera button.
Note: Rebooting the camera is only available to users with administrative access.

Toggling a Camera into Emergency Mode
Note: Toggling a camera into Emergency mode is only available to users that have permission to
View/Control Cameras (set up in Edit Users in the Accounts menu).

You may want to use emergency mode if the camera view is obstructed in any way. For
instance you may want to toggle a camera into emergency mode if the camera is unable to see
oncoming traffic, but the fog zones are clear. In this case, the camera doesn’t enter Fog Mode
automatically and may need to be toggled into emergency mode. Also, if the camera view is
permanently compromised (like a camera knocked out of alignment), it is a good idea to turn
on emergency mode until the camera is corrected. That feature comes handy also when a
controller is unresponsive and is not able to receive detector inputs. Controller unresponsive
errors are reported when In|Sync calls for a phase but the controller does not make that call. The
status icon is displayed in the bottom right corner of the viewing screen.

Figure 50. Controller unresponsive
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A camera view can be manually placed into emergency mode from the Single Camera View
page by clicking the Toggle Emergency button. This operates just like fog mode, but remains
active until manually turned off. To turn on emergency mode:
1. Select Single Camera View from the Views menu.
2. Choose the camera direction from the Camera drop-down box.
3. Click the Toggle Emergency button.
Note: Toggling a camera into emergency mode puts all phases in the camera view into emergency
mode.

Overriding Fog Mode (In|Sync/ In|Sync:Fusion
Only)
Note: Overriding Fog Mode is only available to users with administration access.

Selecting this button disables fog mode. It is an override for when the cameras think they have
a compromised view, but a human has confirmed that they can see just fine. When you click this
button, you disable Fog Mode for that calendar day. It is then automatically re-enabled the next
morning. To override fog mode:
1. Select Single Camera View from the Views menu.
2. Choose the camera direction from the Camera drop-down box.
3. Click the Override Fog Mode button.

Chapter 8. Scheduling a Video
Recording
The reasons for wanting to record video taken at an intersection are varied. Having a recording
of an intersection can provide:
• Before/after study data (e.g., an agency wants to record 30 minutes of video 7:00,
noon and 5:00 for manual counts every weekday for two weeks)
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• Troubleshooting information (e.g., a user want to record an approach where a
citizen reports a sporadic issue at night around 11:45 pm until they figure out what is
going on)
• Evidence (e.g., traffic barrels are being moved by someone as a prank in the middle
of the night, further delaying construction starts in the morning)
Note: Recording video is available to users with View/Control Cameras access (set in the
Account>Edit Users screen.

Adding a Recording
To schedule the recording of an intersection’s camera view:
Note: Videos can only be recorded to a USB device, such as a flash drive or an external hard drive with
a USB connector, connected to the In|Sync Processor.

1. Connect an external hard drive or flash drive to the In|Sync Processor via the USB port.
2. Log in to In|Sync either remotely or at the processor using a keyboard and monitor.
3. Select Recording Options from the Views menu.
4. Select the Use radio button next to the USB drive to which you want video recorded.
5. Click the Add Recording Event button. The Schedule New Recording dialog box
displays.

Figure 51. Schedule New Recording dialog box
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6. Select the camera you want to record from the Camera drop-down box.
7. Select the frame rate (how many frames per second) of the video recording from the
Frame Rate drop-down box.
8. If you want the time/date displayed on the video, click the Timestamp? checkbox.
9. Select when you want the video recorded (a specific date where you define the date
in the field next to the radio button or a recurring day and the days you want it recorded) in the
Date fields.
Note: If you choose to set up a recurring recording, remember that you must go back into the In|Sync
WebUI to stop the recording of video. This can be done by selecting the scheduled recording and
clicking the Delete button.

10. Specify the time of day (in military time) that you want recording to start by typing it in
the Start field.
11. Specify how long you want the video to be recorded by typing the time amount in the
Duration field (e.g., “10 minutes” or “1 hour”). The estimated size of the recording displays.
Note: The estimated size is for a single recording. If a recording is recurring, that space will be used for
each recording occurrence.

12. Click Add to add the recording to the schedule.

Figure 52. Recording schedule

Deleting a Scheduled Recording
To delete a scheduled recording (say that you accidently selected the wrong camera):
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1. Within the Recording Schedule screen, click the
you want to delete. The scheduled recording is deleted.

icon next to the recording that

Viewing a Recording
In|Sync recordings are stored as MJPEG files. You can view MJPEG files via several video players
or within Safari or Google Chrome. To view a recording:
1. Disconnect the hard drive or flash drive from the In|Sync Processor. Make sure there is
no scheduled recording in progress when you do this.
2. Connect the hard or flash drive to your computer.
3. Locate the MJPEG file on the hard drive using My Computer.
4. Double-click the file name to play the file.
Note: If you are warned that the file format is not recognized, you may need to download a MJPEG
media player, such as VLC Media Player (www.videolan.org).

Chapter 9. In|Sync Administrative
Tasks
The functionality covered in this chapter should be preformed by users that have administrative
access to In|Sync, as the tasks covered require a deeper understanding of In|Sync. In this
chapter, you will learn how to:
• Set the NTP server
• Rename phases
• Restore a configuration
• Save an archive
• Deploy the application
• Set GPS coordinates
• Do troubleshooting and view history
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Setting the NTP Server
For most In|Sync systems, the In|Sync Processors act as peers and automatically synchronize with
each other. However, if your network uses a Network Time Protocol (NTP) server to synchronize
the time of day among a set of distributed time servers and clients, you can set which processor
is the NTP server by following the instructions below:
1. Select NTP Server from the Settings screen.
2. Type the IP address of the In|Sync Processor being used as the NTP server in the Enter
IP field.
Note: The IP address of the In|Sync Processor currently being used as an NTP Server displays above the
Enter IP field.

3. Click Test to make sure the server is communicating.
4. Click Save.
Note: If an intersection is using a secondary In|Sync Processor as a video only processor, you do not
need to define the NTP settings on it.
Note: Even if the NTP server goes down, the In|Sync Processors still synchronize with each other.

Figure 53. NTP Settings
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Synchronize NTP time
The NTP Server page that is available through the Settings menu provides the ability to compare
the time on a processor with the NTP Server system time. To do so:
1. Type the IP address of the processor you want to compare to the system in the Enter IP
field.
2. Click Test. The NTP Server Time for the processor and the System Time displays
below.
If the two times are greatly different (the offset should be less than 1000 ms.), you can
synchronize the times by clicking the Sync button. This sets the NTP Time on the processor to
the System Time.

Syncing time after inital install or processor
replacement
The following steps should be performed after:
• Installing a new processor into an existing management group
• Replacing a processor into an existing management group.
To sync NTP time of a new or replacement processor, complete the following steps:
1. Turn on the In|Sync Processor.
2. Restore the configuration, if not done prior to replacement.
If this is a replacement processor and the configuration has not been loaded, select Restore the
configuration from the Kiosk’s Home screen.
If you restored configuration prior to replacement, the processor automatically synchronizes
with an NTP server or another intersection the first time the system boots (if configured and if
network communication is available). The processor date, time, and time zone needs to be
verified, as well as the time synchronization status with the NTP server or other intersections on
the management group.
3. Set/verify the date and time zone.
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From the Kiosk, go to Settings > Date/Time and verify that the date, time, and time zone
settings are correct. If not, make the necessary changes.
If this is a replacement processor, only modify the date or time zone, if needed. Avoid adjusting
the time. Only set the time if the NTP server or another intersection is unavailable to sync with.
4. Verify that the system is synchronized.
		
a. If the NTP server or another intersection is available, verify that the current
system time is synchronized.
		
b. From the Kiosk, go to Settings > NTP Server. Type the NTP server address in
the Enter IP field and click Save. To verify that you entered a valid NTP server, click Test. If the
test is not successful, enter a new IP and click Test. Make sure to save the NTP server.
		
c. If the NTP server is online, click Sync to synchronize the system time with the
NTP server. To verify that the sync was successful, click Test. The offset should be less than 1000
ms.
		
d. If the NTP server is unavailable, you must ensure that all intersections are
synchronized with each other. To do this, type the IP address of another intersection on the
management group into the Enter IP field and click Sync. Verify the sync was successful by
clicking Test. The offset should be less than 1000 ms.

Renaming Phases
If In|Sync’s default phase naming scheme does not match your phase naming scheme, you can
change In|Sync to match your scheme. The new phase names display on reports and graphs for
easier identification of your intersection configuration. To rename a phase:
1. Select Rename Phases from the Settings menu.
2. Find the phase that you want to rename. The left column shows the default In|Sync
WebUI name. The right column shows the phase name that shows in reports.
3. Type the new phase name in the right column.
4. Click Save.
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Figure 54. Rename Phases dialog box

Saving an Archive
In|Sync configuration files are automatically saved every time the configuration files change. In
addition, you can download an archive of the configuration file and save it remotely. Besides the
configuration file, you can also save Statistic files by selecting the Include Statistic Files check
box. To save an archive of the configuration:
1. Select Maintenance from the Settings menu.
2. If you want to include statistics into the archived configuration file, check the Include
Statistics Files next to the Save Archive section.
3. Click Download. The Opening dialog box displays.
4. Click the Save File radio button and click OK.

Restoring a Configuration
The Restore configuration feature allows you to restore your previous configuration using the
backup configuration file. In the event that an In|Sync configuration file seems to be corrupt or
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not working the way you want it, you can revert to an old In|Sync configuration file using the
Restore process.

From a file uploaded to the processor
To restore an In|Sync configuration file:
1. Select Maintenance from the Settings menu.
2. Click the Upload button from the Restore Configuration dialog box. The Upload
Archive dialog box displays.
3. Click Choose File. The Open dialog box displays.
4. Navigate to the location of the archived configuration and select it from the Files list.
Note: Each filename contains the year the file was archived (in four digits), the month (two digits),
and the date (two digits). It is then followed by an underscore character (_), and the hour, minute, and
seconds (in military time format).

5. Click OK in the Restore Configuration dialog box. An Restore Archive dialog box
displays, indicating that the upload is complete.
6. Click Yes to continue to restore the configuration file. The Processor Type dialog box
dis- plays.The system then restores the configuration.
Note: If the processor you are uploading the configuration to is a video only processor, click the
Secondary Video Processor check box.

From an auto-saved file on the processor
Configuration files are automatically backed up any time a change is made to the processor. To
restore a configuration from a file that was automatically saved to the processor, complete the
following:
1. Select Maintenance from the Settings menu.
2. Click the In|Sync Auto-Saves button from the Restore Configuration buttons. The
Select Archive dialog box displays.
3. Select the date from which you want a backup restored from the drop-down list.
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4. Click Yes when you are asked if you want to restore over the existing configuration.
5. If the In|Sync Processor is a video-only processor, select the Secondary Video
Processor check box.
6. Click OK.

Deploying the Application
To deploy new code from Rhythm Engineering on to an In|Sync Processor, complete the
following steps:
1. Select Maintenance from the Settings menu.
2. Click Upload Software from the Application Deployment group. The Upload
Deployment File dialog box displays.
3. Click the Choose File button. The File Upload dialog box displays.
4. Select the file from the dialog box and click Open.
5. Click Upload. The Select Destination dialog box displays.
6. Select whether you want to deploy the configuration file to only the connected
processor or to the whole management group. To deploy to only the connected intersection’s
processor, click This Intersection. To deploy to all the processors in the management group,
click Management Group.
7. A message displays indicating that video only processors are also going to be
updated. If a video only processor update fails, you can choose to Continue, Retry or Cancel.
• Retry makes another attempt to update the software of the video only processor.
• Continue skips over the failed video only processor and continues installing the
software update.
• Cancel stops the software update for any processor that has not been updated.
8. The software is updated on the processor. Depending on what changes were made,
the pro- cessor may or may not reboot.
9. Wait until the message “USB drive(s) ‘D:\’ can now be safely removed” displays. You
can now remove the USB drive.
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Changing GPS Coordinates
GPS coordinates are usually set only once, when you initially set up the processor at an
intersection. We recommend that GPS coordinates are set from the In|Traffic software; however,
if you are in the field deploying an In|Sync Processor, you can use the Change GPS Coordinates
functionality to quickly estimate the GPS coordinates until you get change them to a more
accurate setting later.
Note: If an intersection is using a secondary In|Sync Processor as a video only processor, you do not
need to define the NTP settings on it.

To set the processor GPS location with an approximate
location:
1. Use the scroll wheel on the mouse to zoom in to an area of the map. Additionally, you
can click and drag an area of the map to view it better.
2. Click an approximate area of the map where the processor is located. The GPS
coordinates are automatically entered in the Latitude and Longitude fields.
3. Click Save.

To set the processor’s GPS coordinates at the intersection with
an exact location:
1. Select GPS Coordinates from the Settings menu.
2. Type in the latitude of the intersection’s location in the Latitude field.
Note: The entered GPS coordinates must be in decimal notation (minutes.fractional seconds).

3. Type in the longitude of the intersection’s location in the Longitude field.
4. Click Save.
Note: To change the values back to the original latitude and longitude parameters, click Cancel.
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Troubleshooting and Viewing Sync History
The system displays all sync history messages from distributing the configuration updates done
in In|Traffic to Rhythm processors.
1. Go to the Settings menu and select Troubleshooting from the pop-up list.

Figure 55. Select Troubleshooting

2. Three options are available under Troubleshooting: Show Boot Logs, Network Tester
and In|Traffic Sync History

Figure 56. Troubleshooting options
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a. Show Boot Logs - These show the reboot history of the InSync processor.

Figure 57. Show Boot Logs

		
b. Network Tester - This is a utility to test network connectivity between the
In|Sync processor and other devices. The following will be tested:
• In|Sync processors in the management group
• Cameras found in the local configuration
• NTP server found in local configuration
• SMTP server found in local configuration
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Figure 58. Network Tester

When testing is completed successfully, a message in green will indicate that the test has
passed.

Figure 59. Successfully passed test

		

c. Viewing In|Traffic Sync History

The system displays all sync history messages from distributing the configuration updates done
in In|Traffic to Rhythm processors.
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1. Go to the Settings menu on the left and select Troubleshooting.
2. Select the Start and End date and time for the period to be inspected. Then, click on
the In|Traffic Sync History button at the far right of the command bar.
3. The Logs pane opens. Any messages, alerts or errors that have been generated in the
reporting period, will be listed there.

Figure 60. In|Traffic sync history log

Chapter 10. Managing Users
Logging into In|Sync requires you to have a user account. Setting up a user account requires you
to have a user name and password, along with access to certain functionalities. This information
is set up in the Edit Users screen. From the Edit Users screen, you can:
• Add a new user account
• Edit existing user account’s functionality access
• Change a user’s password
• Delete a user account
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Note: Managing user accounts is a functionality that is available to users that have Administer Users
access (set in the Account>Edit Users screen).

Note: In|Sync provides two default user accounts upon installation: ADMIN and VIEW. We
recommend that you either change each account’s password or delete these accounts entirely
and create accounts unique to each user of the In|Sync system.

User Permissions
The following table defines what functionality is available for each user permission setting.
User Permission
Web/API Access

Cameras

Functionality
API Only: Provides the ability to invoke
Application Programming Interface (API)
methods from a program, but cannot be
invoked using a browser.
WebUI and API: Provides access to the API
methods from a program and from a browser.
Disabled: Cannot view the single or multiple
camera views
View Only: Only view the single or multiple
camera views, camera status, In|Sync Status,
and Processor Status
View/Control: You can view the single camera
or multiple camera view AND perform the
following functions on the Single Camera
View:
• Reboot Camera
• Grab Background
• Toggle Emergency
• Override Fog Mode
• Record Video
You can also set up a Recording Schedule.
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Session Timeout

User Enabled
View Reports
In|Sync Maintenance
Management Group Maintenance

Configure Intersection

Manual Traffic Calls

Administer Users

Sets the amount of inactive time allowed
before the In|Sync WebUI automatically logs
the user out of the system.
Able to log in to the In|Sync WebUI
Run all three types of reports
Restore a configuration, save an archive, or
deploy the application from a file.
If this is the only thing checked, you can view
the management group’s LiveMap. If View
Cameras is also enabled, you can view the
portal or management group view.
Gives access to configure detectors, rename
phases, re-IP equipment, set GPS coordinates,
set NTP server, design the management group
view, and design a portal.
In order to use this, you must have Cameras
set to View Only or View/Control. If Manual
Traffic Controls is enabled and Cameras is set
to View Only, you can manually control an
intersection.
View the Invalid Login report or set up users
and each user’s security permissions.

TABLE 1. User Permissions

Adding a User
To create a new user account:
1. Click Edit Users rom the Account menu. The Edit Users screen displays.
2. Click New User. The Add New User dialog box displays.
3. Type a name for the user account in the User Name field.
4. Type a unique password in the Password field.
5. Re-type the password in the Confirm Password field.
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6. Select which user permissions should be assigned to the user. Refer to Table 10-1 on
page 100 for what functionality is accessible from each permission level.
7. Select the maximum amount of time that you want to elapse before the In|Sync WebUI
auto-matically logs the user out from the Session Timeout drop-down list. The default value is 30
minutes.
8. Click Save.
9. Click Propagate Users to save the user to all the processors on the management
group.

Figure 61. Creating a New User with View Access Only

Editing Users
1. Select Edit Users from the Account menu. The Edit Users screen displays.

Figure 62. Edit User Screen
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2. From the user list, click the

button next to the user name you want to edit.

3. Change the password, session timeout and/or change the functionality available to
the user.

Figure 63. Editing User Access

4. Click Save.
5. Click Propagate Users to save the user to all the processors on the management
group.

Deleting a User
1. From the user list, click the next to the name. The Delete User dialog box displays.
2. Click Yes when the confirmation prompt appears.
3. Click Propagate Users to remove the user from all the processors on the
management group.
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Chapter 11. Configuration Best
Practices
Intersection Naming
• Verify that all intersections in the management group are labeled with meaningful
names for identification purposes.
• Accepted symbols include: alphanumeric letters (A through Z; 0 through 9),
hash mark (#), and underscores ( _ ). You cannot use hyphens, or backslashes.

Detector Naming
• Verify that all detectors in the management group are labeled with meaningful
names for identification purposes.
Accepted symbols include: alphanumeric letters (A through Z; 0 through 9), hash mark (#), and
underscores ( _ ). You cannot use hyphens or backslashes.
• Make sure you use the detector number that is assigned on the intersection’s traffic
signal plan to avoid confusion.

Camera Detection Zone Setup
• Draw one detection zone per lane. Do not include more than one lane in a detection
zone.
• When feasible, draw detection zones inside the lane striping. Including lane
striping can cause false positives if the camera shakes.
Note: You may draw outside lane striping if the camera view is offset, which would prevent a direct
view of the lane.

• Do not make the zone too narrow. Making it too narrow may cause In|Sync to miss
headlights during night mode.
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• Extend the zone forward at least 1/2 of a car length beyond the stop bar to cover
traffic that may creep forward. Extend the zone back as far as the lane is visible in the
image.
• Make all lanes, except for turn bays, approximately the same length. Turn bays may
not extend as far back and through lanes.
• If the lane is exceptionally wide and there is no lane striping, consider splitting it
into two zones (left and right).
• Do not overlap zones.
• Verify that zones are long enough to allow for three segments.
• At intersections where the only option is to either turn left or right, create two
separate detection zones (one for the right turning lane and one for the left turning
lane). This allows you to set different presence delay values for right/left turns.

External Detector Setup (In|Sync:Fusion only)
• Verify that distances between stop bar and detectors are accurate. Inaccurate
measurements will lead to poorer traffic optimization results.
• When one detector is associated with a single lane of traffic, use the shortest
distance between the stop bar and the detector in the Distance field.
• Add detectors that are electrically tied across lanes as one detector.
• When one detector is being used in multiple lanes, use the farthest distance to the
stop bar (from any of the lanes) in the Distance field of the External Detector Details
dialog box.
For example, detector 4 spans across three lanes of traffic. Lane 1’s distance from the stop bar
to the detector is 6 ft; lane 2’s distance is 10 ft; lane 3’s distance is 14 ft. For this example, you
should enter 14 into the Distance field.
• Add every detector input available at an intersection into In|Sync.
• If you know that there is a potential for a car to slip past a detector so that it is not
going to register a presence, turn on the Lock On attribute. Selecting Red or Yellow
Lock On is recommended, but at least Lock On Red should be configured in this case.
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Lock On Yellow only locks when the signal is Yellow and may not be sufficient in this
case.
• Measure to the point of detection closest to the stop bar.
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We trust that the
information here is helpful
and if you have any further
questions or require
further support please
don’t hesitate to reach out
to us at:

info@rhythmtraffic.com
913.674.9846
rhythmtraffic.com/contact

www.rhythmtraffic.com

